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INTRODUCTION

BRAD KING

The book you are holding, Stories Past: Found History in the
Carnegie Mellon University Archives (Spring 2018), was written,
edited, and published by four undergraduate students in
Carnegie
Mellon
University’s
Integrative Design, Arts
and Technology Network (IDeATe) program.
These four students spent a semester poring through four
archive collections looking for narrative threads that would
allow them to tell a multimedia story using the history of the
university. The only mandate: find a connection between the
past and the present.
The students engaged in design thinking exercises to help
them find narrative connections between the archives. They
worked with external groups and organizations to help
contextualize the information they found. What they have
produced are stories culled from the past that are as relevant
today as they were when they happened last century.
They published their original work on the Atavist platform,
a long-form, multimedia platform that integrates text, audio,
video, graphics, maps, timelines, and other forms of media in a
mobile-first environment.
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However, that work is ephemeral. Those digital stories would
disappear after they graduated.
Since we were working with the University Archives, we also
wanted to create a physical version of the project that could
be…archived. After a discussion with university archivist Julia
Corrin and assistant archivist Kate Barbera, I asked the students
to turn their multimedia stories into this book.
This is — we hope — the beginning of a long collaboration
between the ETC Press, University Archives, and IDeATe. We
plan to produce a new volume of stories each year.
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APRIL 4, 1968

ADMINISTRATION REACTION

It was a day that the nation would never forget, April 4, 1968, the
day that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was shot and killed.

“The Negro has been screwed . . . again.
A white man has screwed him . . . again.
Civil Rights has taken many steps backwards while taking a few steps
forward . . . again . . .”

These are just a few lines from a poem written as an anonymous
tribute to Dr. King released in the Tartan edition immediately
after his death. Classes were cancelled the following day, a
Friday.
Instead of classes, the campus community gathered for a
memorial service to tribute to Dr. King’s legacy in the ballroom
of Skibo. Students sat down to hear words from Chaplains
Rubenstein, Weiser, and Walsh, and listen to readings from the
Bible as well as speeches of Dr. King, himself. The message being
to remain peaceful and non-violent as Dr. King stressed in his
own words.
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President H. Guyford Stever spoke to the congregation and shed
tears over the death of Dr. King – telling students to rededicate
their lives to their youthful idealism. Unbeknownst to Stever,
a student in the “congregation”, who had been a veteran of the
marches in Selma and Washington, won a bet when he
mentioned their rededication. This bet was made because even
though a tragedy had struck, one that the university
acknowledged as a tragedy, nothing changed at all.
Throughout the entirety of the speeches delivered by the
administration, none mentioned that Dr. King was assassinated
– his life taken away from him. It was not until Pastor Weiser
let the ball drop by having people raise their index fingers and
telling them that in a very real sense this is the finger that pulled
the trigger. A look around the room of mainly white faces could
show that his point was made. Even on the stage – even amongst
the speakers – not a Black face in sight. The tone-deafness of the
administration could be felt as a disillusion to the students who
championed for civil rights.
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STUDENT REACTION

Following the memorial service, over 100 Carnegie Mellon
students and faculty members teamed up with the University
of Pittsburgh and marched from the Heinz Chapel to the CityCounty Building to request a week of mourning from the Mayor
of Pittsburgh. Immediately following they marched on to the Hill
District where they were met with Black faces peering at them
in confusion at seeing a predominantly white group marching
through a Black area.
It was not until the group began to sing a song Dr. King quoted
in his last speech before he was assassinated that the residents
opened up to the group and marched with them. Even still, racial
tensions were high and the march was more like a row of Oreo
cookies with lines of Black people and lines of White people
mixed in between. They took to Centre Avenue, and although
the narrow road was barricaded by parked cars, bystanders, and
police with riot gear, they continued to sing in unison and in an
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orderly fashion “We Shall Overcome”. For some it was a day of
both pain and peace that they had not seen before.
For others, however, it was just another day – or even better –
a day without classes.
To be a student at Carnegie Mellon University on this day
left many with mixed emotions. Students who did not join in
on the marches, grieve publicly with their peers, or grieve at
all, were viewed negatively by some of the campus community
almost immediately. An editorial in the Tartan discusses students
staging “impromptu” parties that Thursday and Friday and
running around “cheering the day’s occurrence”. More
anonymous posts in the paper suggested that students were in
fact celebrating his death with some of the parties mentioned.
The campus was divided, even if just for a day.
“. . . and the racial barriers are loud and strong . . . again.”

A CALL TO ACTION

But it was not just for a day. The community was already divided.
On the front page was “A Call To Action” ad stating boldly
WHAT CAN WE DO? in an effort to get students to join up with
the YMCA chapter to aid in opening the dialogue surrounding
race relations and assisting victims of riots and racist
institutions. It is unknown whether this ad was placed before or
after the death of Dr. King was made public.
Almost ironically, a couple pages later, a letter to the editor
addressed many issues Black students faced on campus – one
being why now? Why wait until the death of a prominent civil
rights leader to finally listen to what he had to say? Asking these
questions was Frank Morra, Jr., a graduate student in Psychology.
The letter itself was sent in before Dr. King’s death, but updated
once news of his passing was released.
Morra wanted to know why CMU’s policy on urban problems
was to remain irrelevant. He described CMU as a university
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with it’s “feet rooted firmly in the quicksand of anonymity.” Even
more ironic is his letter in the paper is one of the only letters
mentioning Dr. King that has the author’s name attached. The
anonymity he assessed to CMU as a whole could be seen
throughout that of his peers as well. Morra was very vocal on
campus about his views on civil rights, and even laid out his
accusations towards the administration when Dr. Kenneth Clark
– another prominent Civil Rights leader – came to the campus to
address such issues.
Anonymity aside, many students felt that the campus needed
to change. The lack of Black faces at Dr. King’s memorial, the
lack of Black peers on campus, and even the lack of Black voices
in the conservations discussing the lack of Blackness, were all
too telling to remain silent as a campus community. A call to
action was needed and whether or not it was heard is open for
discussion.
“. . . and the impossible dream is even more impossible . . . again.”
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WANTED: BLACK STUDENTS

THE CREATION OF THE CARNEGIE MELLON ACTION
PROJECT

To say that Carnegie Mellon’s administration was more
reactionary to the death of Martin Luther King Jr. when it came
to considering the needs of its Black students and focus on civil
rights, is partly true. 1968 was a major turning point for both
the University and the country, and from the death spurred a
program that would continuously impact Black students at CMU
even to this day, the Carnegie Mellon Action Project (C-MAP).
In the early 1960s, no doubt spun out of the Civil Rights
Movement, programs began showing up nationwide targeting
a new population of students – minority students. Minority in
this scope were those students that came from economically,
culturally, or educationally disadvantaged backgrounds. At this
time, this mainly included Black or African-American students.
Up until then, Carnegie Institute of Technology rarely saw a
Black face walking down Forbes Avenue, let alone throughout
the campus. However, Carnegie Tech began to realize that it also
had a need to be met similar to these programs and implanted its
own pilot program in 1963, the Program to Aid Negro Students,
which later evolved into the School College Orientation
Program in Pittsburgh (SCOPP) in 1964.
SCOPP’s focus was to help academically and economically
disadvantaged students in the Pittsburgh area prepare for school.
A similar national program, Upward Bound, was also in
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Pittsburgh and eventually merged with SCOPP in 1966. Franklin
Duck, Jr, who graduated from CMU in 1973, spoke about
Upward Bound and the impact it had on him while he attended
the Westinghouse school prior to coming to CMU.
However, after the assassination of King, all eyes were on civil
rights and this was the opportune time to get in on the movement
even more than before. In 1968, the SCOPP program became
the Carnegie Mellon Action Project, founded by Dr. Norman
Johnson. C-MAP was funded through the Office of Economic
Opportunity and the Equal Opportunity Act, as well as other
corporations who wanted their foot in the door with diversity
initiatives. As reactionary as the program was, it no doubt had
a positive impact on the Black students at Carnegie Mellon and
played a prominent role in their recruitment and retention.

1972 Norman Johnson calls CMU a nearly lily-white institution before C-MAP was
created.

Ty Walton, who became the assistant director of C-MAP in 1987
under Gloria Hill, and later the director in 2004, spoke about the
multitude of programs for Black students that were established
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through C-MAP’s efforts. C-MAP was the only organization on
campus that had a fully developed academic tutoring program
where all the tutors were trained, and students could get a tutor
in every single subject they had. Another major initiative of CMAP was a summer bridge program into CMU for AfricanAmerican students before they were freshmen to help them mold
their skills, so they would be even more successful at CMU after
entering. Staff members also went out into the community and
across the nation to recruit new students for C-MAP. At that
time there was not a diversity and recruitment division within
admissions. They were the diversity and recruitment division
and would continue to be into the 90s.
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A COMMUNITY FORMED

ENTER SPIRIT

Being Black at CMU began to take on a new meaning, although
the old meaning still applied. However, a community was within
reach, and the students wanted to capitalize on that feeling.
Through the efforts of C-MAP, more Black students were
enrolling, and now there was enough involvement and interest
to start a Black awareness organization. In 1970, a handful of
students began CMU’s first Black Student Organization. BSO
was a common name for Black awareness groups at colleges and
these CMU students wanted something different that described
how they felt and wanted others to feel about their organization.
Black awareness is about more than simply making people
aware of Black students or having an organization for them to
congregate. It’s about celebrating the differences and similarities
between Black students across the diaspora and bringing
together people who want to champion for Black awareness, not
just Black people themselves. For these students, they wanted to
show the spirit and pride they had for their community. Thus,
they renamed the organization SPIRIT, which it remains called
to this day. Duck, who was a member of the first general body of
SPIRIT, believes that if they had not changed the name, then the
“Black Student Organization” probably would not exist anymore.
Mission: To promote a sense of fellowship within the Carnegie
Mellon community by acting as a liaison between its members and
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the university via the presentation of cultural programs and the
championing of Black awareness.

With the creation of SPIRIT, came the creation of SPIRIT House.
SPIRIT House entered the scene in 1971 and became a
considerable housing option for SPIRIT members, as it was coed and was founded right at the time that CMU became fully
desegregated. For Black students, the House was the one other
place on campus aside from C-MAP where they did not have
to explain themselves for being Black. It was and is even still a
major part of the SPIRIT community and student life – and not
to mention had the best parties on campus.

SPIRIT House

SPIRIT allowed Black students to take part in many things they
did not have the chance to do before. One such thing was Buggy.
While many Black students had been pushers on Buggy teams
before at CMU, there was never a predominately Black team. In
1984, SPIRIT created their own buggy team which would go on
to set the record for fastest men’s time in 1988 which was not
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broken until 20 years later. It was the longest standing record in
the history of Buggy.
Amongst other activities that SPIRIT provided for the Black
community was SPIRIT week, which was a week out of the
semester that celebrated and showcased Blackness on campus,
and the annual SPIRIT Fashion Show. In 1987 SPIRIT had their
first fashion show, which gave members a chance to create,
model, and display their designs with the campus community.
Fashion Show also provided an opportunity for SPIRIT
members to share political viewpoints and spread awareness
about specific, and sometimes even controversial, topics with
the campus as the theme for the show changed every year. The
SPIRIT Fashion Show is the longest running fashion show in
CMU’s history, and just celebrated its 31st show, “Diaspora”, in
2018.
With all of the events, activities, and social support that SPIRIT
provided for their members, it is easy to see why many students
considered SPIRIT more like a family than just an organization.
One of those such students was Franklin Duck, Jr. Duck, who
was mentioned previously, felt a very personal bond with SPIRIT
that he wanted to share with all of CMU and have be recognized.
Duck desired for SPIRIT to always have a place on this campus.
In 1983, Duck and his wife, a fellow CMU graduate, with the
collaborative efforts of President Richard Cyert, donated a red
oak tree to CMU dedicated to SPIRIT.
The placard reads:
To honor those students here now and those yet to come.
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Franklin Duck, Jr. in front of the SPIRIT Tree he donated to CMU.

The SPIRIT Tree, which still thrives near the College Fine Arts
and the Fence, embodies the hidden strength that is the Black
community at Carnegie Mellon. Every now and again, a SPIRIT
member will take solace under the tree and enjoy the rare
sunshine on CMU’s campus.
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OUTSIDE OF SPIRIT

1982 NSBE Chapter at CMU

SPIRIT was not the only group for Black students that arose
after C-MAP was formed. C-MAP prided itself on their support
of student interests and organizations, and many were created
through C-MAP for this reason. The C-MAP staff also became
the advisors for the different organizations that the students
would form. In the early 80s, Aaron Johnson founded the CMU
chapter of the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) to
CMU, a professional organization providing career/internship
opportunities and guidance to Black students and engineers
throughout the country. The students also wanted to have a
gospel choir, and C-MAP purchased the robes for the group.
Alumni who did not participate in Buggy even asked C-MAP
for an event for them to participate in during their return for
carnival, and thus C-MAP began HOOPLA, which has become
a traditional alumni versus current students basketball game
within the C-MAP community.
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2002 HOOPLA Alumni and Students

Outside of just bringing cultural awareness within the Black
community, C-MAP also fought and provided many cultural
celebrations on campus. It was the efforts of C-MAP that made
Martin Luther King Jr. Day a recognized holiday on the CMU
campus. Initially, C-MAP helped and developed the
programming, and brought in the national speakers for the
celebration. At some point, however, they realized the university
should be the ones handling such an important celebration and
brought that to their attention. C-MAP’s initiatives would
ultimately lead CMU to adopt many of its practices for the
general student body, however, over time what was realized was
that whatever CMU would adopt from C-MAP, they would also
remove.
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REDEFINING DIVERSITY

ACT 101

Although C-MAP was playing a prominent role in Black student
life at CMU, it still was not enough. C-MAP’s rosters in the
late 80s/early 90s contained only 70-80 students. At that time,
C-MAP was already connecting with 75% of the Black student
population in some capacity. They were still offering their bridge
program, and even offered a pre-orientation program called
ORIGINS for students to get a head start at connecting with
those culturally similar to them before getting lost in the CMU
waters. However, no matter which way one looks at it, the
numbers were small. To make matters worse, C-MAP was hit
with a funding challenge.
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Act 101 Definition of Student Population

In 1971, The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of
Education, established Act 101, which was created for
institutions of higher learning to provide programs and services
for undergraduates who were disadvantaged – be it culturally,
economically, or educationally. Act 101’s targeted students
essentially aligned very closely with C-MAP’s, except Act 101
because it included economical disadvantages, also included
White students. Within CMU, Act 101 operated under the
auspices of C-MAP with more White students benefiting from
the program than Black. Initially, this helped provide C-MAP
with funding, however, as time went, the guidelines imposed
on Act 101 tightened and eventually became too strict, forcing
C-MAP to lose their funding. Once the well ran dry, CMU
administration presented C-MAP with a challenge on redefining
diversity for their program.
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THE BROWNING OF AMERICA

In 1991, the administration came to Dr. Hill and Walton, and
said they are looking at the demographics of the United States.
A report had been released called “The Browning of America”
which proposed that there was a new minority to be considered
– Hispanic/Latinx people. The report anticipated that the
growing minority in the US would eventually surpass that of
African-Americans. To accommodate this challenge, C-MAP
expanded their mission to include Hispanic/Latinx students, as
well as students of Native American descent. The mission change
also lead to C-MAP creating sister organizations to that of NSBE
and SPIRIT for their Hispanic/Latinx students, and thus the
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE) and the
Spanish And Latin Student Association (SALSA) came to CMU.
While diversity was being redefined within C-MAP, it was
still something that was always questioned on campus for the
students. Racial tensions were rising in the US again after news
spread of an unarmed Black man in Los Angeles being brutally
beaten and humiliated by four police officers. Rodney King, the
man mentioned, pressed charges against the officers, but they
were all acquitted. The news of the acquittals lead to the 1992
Los Angeles riots, and African-Americans across the country
were outraged. Even though the riots occurred in LA, the
distance had no stopping the tensions from growing on CMU’s
campus. Black students began reporting complaints against the
school and the police force for racial profiling, and being
targeted more on campus than their non-Black peers. An
investigation was conducted, and determined that their claims
were in fact true. Following the findings from the investigation,
the Tartan released a story suggesting that the police were going
to work on their relations with minority students. Whether
anything improved between the two groups or not, one thing was
certain: CMU was not exempt to racism.
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OVER THE BRIDGE AND INTO SAMS

With all that was happening in the nation and the already change
of culture within C-MAP, the program took another hit in 1999.
The bridge program was seeing a decline in enrollment. Students
at the time were required to come to the bridge program if
they wanted to attend CMU. The nature of the program was to
target students who needed a little extra push in their portfolio
to get on the same level as their CMU peers. However, it got
to the point where students took the requirement to mean that
CMU was uninterested in them as a student, and they may as
well spend their time elsewhere. C-MAP used the closure of
the bridge program to try and understand what it was that the
students found beneficial about the program.
Research and focus groups were created from prior bridge
students, and what C-MAP found was that the biggest takeaway
students had was not that they gained an academic advantage,
but that they gained a community that they could take with
them into college. From this research, C-MAP was able to create
a new pipeline program, the Summer Academy for Minority
Scholars (SAMS). Programming for SAMS was determined by
interviewing faculty members and asking them what challenges
people usually faced with their courses. C-MAP also wanted
to provide students with SAT prep, and hands-on experience
in fields they may not really understand, such as engineering.
However, they still had to undergo another major change to the
program, when the program had to be renamed to the Summer
Academy for Mathematics and Science.
FAREWELL C-MAP. INTRODUCING CMARC

In 2004, the university received more challenges surrounding
race specific programming. No longer could there be a program
offered by a university that targeted a specific race. For CMU,
this meant C-MAP and SAMS. This also meant that scholarships
CMU offered for minority students would have to disappear. At
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this time, Dr. Hill was leaving C-MAP to start a SAMS program
at the campus in Qatar. Walton would become the director of
C-MAP from that point forward, but what was to happen to CMAP and how were the students going to be affected by these
changes?
C-MAP had become a major selling point for the Black
students and alumni at CMU. Without the program, would this
mean there would not be any more initiatives for Black students
to attend and graduate from Carnegie Mellon? For many of
them, this program was the only reason why they attended.
Without a doubt, the program could not cease to exist.
In order to tackle this issue, a task force was implemented to
redefine C-MAP’s mission and determine what students actually
got out of the program. Walton mentions that a lot of times,
students outside of C-MAP did not know what the program was.
At orientation, they would get many students asking them if they
had a map. Whatever C-MAP was to become needed to have a
clear understanding of the roles of the staff and how they can
help the students defined in the title. After analyzing the task
force’s results, it was found was that the staff members served
more-so as advisors for the students than anything else.
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Walton advising a student in the CMARC office

Because C-MAP staff advised students based on last name and
not major, they each saw a variety of problems and solutions
across the different majors at CMU. This gave them an advantage
over regular academic advisors when it came to determining
the differences between majors and what may fit a student best
if they wanted to switch. They acted as generalists as well as
advisors. Following this newfound discovery, C-MAP evolved
into CMARC, the Carnegie Mellon Advising Resource Center.
CMARC embraced their roles as advisors to minority students,
but also expanded their doors to those students looking to
transition. By adding the population of transitioning students,
the program was no longer race-specific and could continue to
operate. CMARC carried on the legacy of C-MAP very proudly,
and still served as the beacon on campus for Black students. Be
that as it may, as time passed, the resources C-MAP provided to
their students began to disappear within CMARC, but reappear
outside in other means of the university.
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BLACK STUDENT LIFE TODAY

SPIRIT 2018

DIVERSITY REDEFINED…AGAIN

The expression “the more things change, the more they stay the
same” is especially true when discussing the Black Student
Experience at CMU. The cultural climate on campus typically
mimics the climate of the nation, and Black students continue
to try to persevere against all odds. To bring about diversity
on campus, a sister program to the “Sleeping Bag Weekend”
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program for prospective students was created for minority
students called the Celebration of Diversity (COD) Weekend.
COD for many Black students was their first experience at CMU,
and allowed them to get a feel of the campus and explore the
different activities offered to diverse students. COD weekend
is praised by many current and former students as a great
experience, however, some, like former 2013-2014 SPIRIT
President Randy Garcia considered the program to be a “mini
fantasy” due to the diverse culture presented at COD weekend
completely vanishing once arriving at CMU.
CMARC remained to be a thriving point for Black students
on campus, but as the climate around race-specific programming
began to shift, so did the resources that CMU provided to
CMARC. While C-MAP had a fully fledged academic tutoring
program, this was lacking within CMARC in later years as CMU
developed their own version for all students and coined it
Academic Development. However, their version did not supply
students with as much support as the one through C-MAP. CMAP’s tutors were each trained in their coursework, and
students were able to have one for each of their courses. Through
academic development, each student could have up to two tutors
per semester, and tutors were selected based off of their grade
in the course, but not necessarily their mastery of the material
or ability to teach it. While Academic Development can be very
beneficial to many students, removing the support of a separate
tutoring program for minority students removed the ability of
the tutor to be able to provide additional emotional support and
understanding that minority students may require when trying
to process new information at a predominately White
institution.
Yet, CMU did not stop the cutting game there. Eventually
CMARC lost their pre-orientation program, ORIGINS, which
for many students helped to ease the culture shock they would
experience as a new minority student at CMU. Former
2014-2015 SPIRIT President, Shannon McCullough, said the
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ORIGINS program provided him with a “safe cultural space”
that he needed when entering CMU and played an instrumental
role in his orientation experience because the friends he made
at ORIGINS were the friends he spent his time with during
orientation. The SAMS program was ultimately cut as well, and
the program went from being for rising high school juniors and
seniors to only seniors. Walton brought out that the problem
with SAMs was not the programming, but the cost to attend
CMU after the program was completed. 80% of the students that
did SAMs continued into a science, technology, engineering, or
mathematics (STEM) based field, but just not at CMU since the
money was not there. It always boils down to the money in the
end, and when it is not there, options are minimized. The largest
change to CMARC, however, did not come until 2017, when
CMARC was dissolved into the Center for Student Diversity and
Inclusion.

Students in the new Center for Student Diversity and Inclusion

During a 2014 meeting of the Black Student Advisory Council
(BSAC), an advisory council to the President of the school
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comprised of Black student leaders on campus, a member of
the administration brought to the attention the lack of advisory
councils for Hispanic/Latinx, and Native-American students.
The administrator wanted to resolve this issue by changing the
current BSAC to include other racial minorities, and call it the
Minority Student Advisory Council. CMU previously had an
MSAC, but it eventually stopped meeting for uncertain reasons.
Randy Garcia, who was President of SPIRIT at this time, was
present at the meeting and recalls there not being a general
consensus on the issue in the room. To him, it seemed like the
discussion of changing the council was going to be tabled to
the next meeting. Instead, the vote to table the discussion was
actually a vote to implement the change immediately.
McCullough, who was also present at the meeting, did not agree
with the decision, nor did Garcia. Nevertheless the change was to
go into effect immediately. The subsequent MSAC would prove
to only exist for one year, before being converted into a diversity
and inclusion group for all students on campus.
The change from BSAC to MSAC would eventually lead to
CMARC becoming the Center. What was found in the meetings
with the diversity and inclusion groups was that CMU did have
a problem with inclusivity within all groups of people at the
school. The takeaway, however, was not to create efforts for
each group individually, but to provide a singular space for each
group dealing with said problems to share. The Center, located
in the basement of the University Center, acts as a “one-stop
shop” for students because it provides resources for not only
minority students, but also LGBTQ students, first-generation
students, women, and other disenfranchised groups that need
more inclusive spaces on campus.
Viewpoints on the Center vary student to student. While some
former and current students consider it a “gentrified CMARC”,
others enjoy that the space allows to interact with different
groups of people they may not have gotten to interact with
before. The Center brought back the cubicles that were once
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present in the CMAP complex, and is a substantially larger space
for students to study and congregate throughout the day.
Whether the Center is actually tackling issues with inclusivity is
still up for debate as students continue to get used to the new
space.
ORGANIZATIONS STANDING STRONG

SPIRIT Fashion Show 30th Anniversary 2017

Even with the changes to CMARC and it’s programs, the student
organizations persisted. SPIRIT, NSBE, SHPE, and SALSA
continue to hold significant value with minority students on
campus. In 2010 and 2012, SPIRIT created and released new
editions of their book called SPIRIT Song, which included
artwork, poems, and short stories from different SPIRIT
members. The 2010 edition was dedicated to Dr. Gloria Hill. To
go along with this artistic side of SPIRIT, the organization
established an annual talent show, SOUL, beginning in 2012 that
allowed for SPIRIT members to showcase a side of them that
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their peers may not see all the time, whether it be through music,
dance or poetry.
With the efforts of CMARC, new minority organizations
formed on campus. Coaching Minority Progress and Success
in the Sciences (COMPASS) and Building Alliances for Success
in Engineering (BASE) were created as student-led mentoring
programs for minority students in science and engineering. Prehealth students gained their version of NSBE and SHPE through
an organization called the Minority Association of Pre-Health
Students (MAPS), which allowed them to gain information on
how to prepare for the medical field and medical school. In 2013,
a group of African students joined together to create the Young
African Leaders Association, an organization for Black students
particularly of direct African descent that championed the
awareness of that specific group within the African Diaspora.
The organization quickly gained members as this represented a
decent portion of the Black students on campus.

SPIRIT Song 2012

Although there are numerous organizations for students
championing for Black Awareness, not every Black student at
CMU associates with these organizations to the same extent as
many of their peers. The same sentiment is applied to student
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engagement with CMARC and the Center. There are many
different reasons why students choose to engage with services
targeted towards Black students. What is not normally
considered is that the majority of the Black students that come
to CMU are used to being the only Black student in their class.
90% of those are fine with continuing down that path. Others
use that time to interact with black peers in a way they did not
get to before. Especially with a shift in climate away from what
it may have been in the 80s or 90s, not all Black students are
as determined on using their college experience to establish a
connection based on their identity. Rather, students realize their
time is limited and use the time to focus on different interests
such as sports or club activities that may be more important to
them than establishing a relationship based on race.
Many students who come from this same sort of background,
however, still have a hard time adapting to CMU due to a
misconception. The idea is that since the students at CMU are
seemingly “more intelligent”, they should understand to not be
racist. Intelligence does not determine if someone is racist, and
CMU is not above racism just because the students may have
gotten higher grades in high school. Nevertheless, these ongoing
racial tensions that are felt at CMU, and the ever-so-changing
platform given to Black students at CMU through programs that
were meant to retain and acknowledge them, is very challenging
to pinpoint.
THE BLACK STUDENT EXPERIENCE

The Black Student Experience is something that cannot be
defined as briefly as provided in these chapters. The Black
Student Experience is not just one person’s experience, but the
experiences of every Black person that was a student at CMU.
There is no right answer, and there is no wrong answer.
However, the experience told throughout these chapters is
genuine.
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The Black Student Experience, as broad and vague as it is at
the same time, is a set experience, experienced by a set group
of people. Blackness is rooted in this mentality of overcoming
adversity and being able to apply the strength gained from that
into achieving Black excellence. Black students may encounter a
lot of people who will knock them down before they even have
a chance to prove themselves, and may even have to experience
this every day at CMU. Yet, somehow, many of them are able to
push through and keep going, prove everyone wrong, and show
them what is deep down and really the driving force behind why
they are here, and why they are who they are. The Black Student
Experience at CMU, although it might not be what they wanted
when they came to college, or even if it is exactly what
they wanted when they came to college, is still something
very important about these students and no one should be
allowed to diminish their dreams.
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PART I.

PHASE OUT

The End of Margaret
Morrison Carnegie College
by Ruth Scherr

INTRODUCTION

It’s November of 1969 – not quite fall, not quite winter. In a
room on Carnegie Mellon campus, then Carnegie-Mellon,
representatives of the faculty of each college are voting on
whether to shut one down. The administration of Margaret
Morrison Carnegie College has already decided that it’s time to
let the all-women’s college die and the only question that remains
is whether enough of the university agrees to make the process
easy.
The argument seems simple. It’s undeniable fact that
enrollment rates for MMCC have been declining for years, with
more and more women applying to traditionally men’s
departments all over the country. The few that do show up for
freshman year are subject to inter-college transfer, concerned
that a B.A. from a women’s college is paltry in comparison to
a B.S. from one of the highest-ranking technical schools in the
country.
It’s happening all over the country, the MMCC administration
argues. It’s the influence of this new women’s movement – no
one wants to learn home economics anymore.
What’s more, says the administration, is that all the MMCC
faculty are aging out. By the time the ’69 freshman class graduate
in ’74, enough replacements would have to be made that it’d be
practically a different school, anyway. It’s not that the faculty
aren’t good, that the education isn’t up to snuff, it’s just that
they’ll all be retiring anyway.
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The argument presented, the faculty senate begins their vote.
Will this be the last year of new Margaret Morrison Carnegie
College students? Will they end a school nearly as old as the
university itself? Will the lasting memory of Andrew Carnegie’s
mother be massacred?
The answer is yes.

The Tartan student newspaper publicized the faculty senate’s decision to end MMCC.

When the floor opened for discussion, it became clear that a lot
of those in attendance did not agree with that “yes”. Students
countered claims that CMU (then CM-U) wasn’t the best place to
teach textiles, food and nutrition, or economics with assertions
that it was the only place – at least the only place left serving
the Pittsburgh community. People argued that the Margaret
Morrison Carnegie College was an important, if not historic
part of the university, and that shutting it down would disgrace
the institution. Students argued back and forth with the Faculty
senate, outraged at what they saw as an unfathomable decision.
Eventually, the discussion found it’s way to the question at the
heart of MMCC, the phase-out, and debates that continue to the
present day: what place do women, and women’s education, have
at Carnegie Mellon?
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GROWTH AND DECLINE

The Margaret Morrison Carnegie College for Women was
founded in 1903. One of the four colleges of the Carnegie
Institute of Technology, it was named after Andrew Carnegie’s
mother.
As Maureen Greenwald, associate professor of History at the
University of Pittsburgh, puts it: “the original aims of Margaret
Morrison Carnegie College were to prepare women as wives and
mothers… as well as to prepare them for a vocation.” No little
surprise for a college founded well before women’s suffrage.

A class of women at the Margaret Morrison Carnegie College.
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Though other women’s schools had already been founded,
Greenwald still believes the creation og MMCC was historic.
“It says something that Andrew Carnegie intentionally founded an
institution for women in such a time period. Though we might
view the original curriculum as focused on preparing women for
married life rather than academia, it shouldn’t diminish the fact
that Carnegie created a women’s school and put it in the middle of
campus. That he named it after his mother is also interesting, or, it
at least allows us to speculate the influence she had on him and the
esteem with which he held her.”

The first required courses at MMCC reflected some skill
Margaret Morrison would have grown up doing, such as sewing,
drawing, and “cookery”, but did expand into more general
academia with courses in science and economics, history, and
architectural and interior design.

Two MMCC women studying.

Eileen McConomy, Margaret Morrison class of ’56, spoke on the
courses she took as a student at the MMCC Centennial.
“Although some of the major disciplines available to us may seem
archaic to current students, for our era they were relevant. Our
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education was rigorous. Our women professors were the
forerunners of the feminist movement and inspired us to take
charge of our lives, to not be afraid to speak out for what we
believed was right, and to demand excellence in all that we did.”

It can be no surprise then that, as Greenwald says, “the decision
to abolish the Margaret Morrison College drastically affected the
position of women at CMU.”
One such woman was Betty Jane Lloyd.

Betty Jane Lloyd

Betty Jane Lloyd joined the Margaret Morrison Carnegie College
faculty in 1948. She was initially connected to the secretarial
program, but shortly became the assistant dean. The position
made sense for Lloyd – having graduated from Carnegie Tech
in 1944, she spent four years developing her educational skills
teaching high school before returning to her alma mater.
At the time, the college was moving to make a business
program that could allow its students a vision of long-term
employment after their graduation, not only the dream of being
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the perfect housewife. It seems, of course, perfectly natural to us
now, but at the time the movement into the business sphere was
viewed as a sort of distraction, especially to the young students.
Society knew it would be ever so difficult for any woman to
pursue a career in business and still fulfill her natural place as a
housewife and homemaker.
Lloyd, as the Vice-Chairman of the business education
department, saw this not as a stopping point, but as a challenge.
For her, “successful synthesis of family and job” could be
achieved only with early awareness by the undergraduate of the
“shape of her life.” The modern woman, could, with careful
planning and hard work, have it all – or at least pretend that was
what she wanted.
But the modern Carnegie Mellon wasn’t so sure.

Enrollment at MMCC had been declining for decades.

The faculty and staff of Margaret Morrison knew what was
coming, and Llyod was no exception. The cohesive unit that
was the faculty was closer to retirement age than not, and less
involved in research than they could have been. Admittance was
dropping off, and Carnegie Mellon didn’t need a program for
molding women when there was access to all the academic
programs men enjoyed, if one tried hard enough. Lloyd herself
had been involved in the creation of the college for Humanities
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and Social Sciences which, while intended to expand Carnegie
Mellon’s influence in the humanities and offer such courses and
programs to men, had the unsurprising side effect of negating
the need for the women’s only humanities courses Margaret
Morrison offered. The point and content of Margaret Morrison
had been reinvented some many times to reflect the needs of
the time and students, but this time it had reinvented itself into
obsolescence.

Letter from Dean Steinberg to President Schatz.

Dean Erwin Steinberg had seen the writing on the wall. He knew
that there were really only two paths the college could take.
Either the enrollment in and fundraising for MMCC would go
up, or the academic programs and institution would go down.
After years of only decreases in funding and class size, it became
clear to him that the second path was inevitable.
Steinberg made his recommendation for the phase out of all
Margaret Morrison Carnegie College students and program
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clear to Vice President Edward Schatz. After that, the only real
hurdle that remained was getting everyone else to agree.
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REACTIONS AND RECOMPENSE
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“AT THE MOMENT MY ENTHUSIASM IS CONSIDERABLY
DIMINISHED”: THE ALUMNI

Alumni letter protesting the closing of MMCC.

The alumni weren’t convinced. They felt that Margaret Morrison
Carnegie College and programs like it across the country served
a vital purpose in American life, and that by closing down the
programs the University was neglecting an important
educational responsibility. They offered their opinions on why
the university was wrong, their skills as teachers to substitute
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any retiring teachers, and the memory of money they had once
donated and explanations of why they were regretting that now.
Mostly, the alumni were frustrated and upset that they had
not be properly consulted. They felt a sense of influence and
ownership to the college they had graduated from and were not
pleased with the perceived neglect.
Steinberg, noting this, recommended as much pomp and
ceremony in the closing as possible: “We’ll have to work a little in
the next four or five years to keep the MMCC people unruffled.”
“ADMINISTRATIVE NEGLECT, INDIFFERENCE, OR APATHY”: THE
STUDENTS

Student writing in the Tartan in response to the closing of MMCC.
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The students were equally as upset. They wrote article after
article for The Tartan, outlining their qualms with the
administration’s reasoning and their outrage at the final decision.
Margaret Morrison was their college, they were the Maggies,
and they were the ones getting screwed over by the phase out.
Getting a degree from a soon to be defunct institution was not
what they had planned when they enrolled at Carnegie Mellon,
and the lack of respect they felt was being shown for majors and
departments they still loved made them feel like they were the
lowest rung on the CMU ladder.
Some took it to the point of openly refuting the
administration’s claims. In response to the idea that home
economic programs were failing all over the country, and it was
just time for the field to die, a group of graduate students
published a research paper detailing the statistics of home
economics programs throughout the region. Their findings?
Home economics programs were increasing enrollment almost
everywhere – but not at CMU. Maybe, they reasoned, the fault
was not in the field, but in the specific department.

Margaret Morrison students at a discussion tea.

Dean Steinberg and Betty Jane Lloyd had always hosted
discussions where concerns could be brought to light. These
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discussions – usually over tea – were initially intended to be a
method of reassuring students of their education opportunities
at Margaret Morrison. When the end became more or less
inevitable, so too was the change in reassurances. The needs
of the students changed, and so the form of the discussions
followed. The teas quickly became an attempt at soothing the
students’ hard feelings, a concrete show that they were not being
ignored, and that the administration understood their
complaints. If the students though the teas would be a venue to
change the Deans’ minds, they were sorely mistaken.
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Though many members of the faculty retired or left Carnegie
Mellon with the closing of the Margaret Morrison Carnegie
College, Betty Jane Lloyd was not among them. As befitted her
work in getting it running, Lloyd became an associate dean for
the college of Humanities and Social Sciences. This was where
the new literature- and art-based departments had moved,
though only the ones considered popular enough.
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While many MMCC programs shut down, some were moved to the College of H&SS.

Women had been allowed in the great Carnegie Mellon
University system for some time, and it was in part that ability
to transfer out of MMCC that lowered its enrollment so far.
Many students felt that degrees earned in colleges not specific
to women would be viewed as more rigorous and thus more
valuable that those from MMCC – and they weren’t wrong. No
doubt degrees in history and literature from a college with the
distinction of co-ed were lauded above their women’s college
equivalents. After all, women’s colleges were places that taught
mundane things like clothing manufacture and home economics.
The hardest thing at a school like that was finding a husband.
Betty Jane Lloyd’s work at the college of Humanities and Social
Sciences followed the same ideals as her earlier work at Carnegie
Mellon – that all students, male or female, should have a say
in how they wanted their life to turn out. A lack of spaces
designated solely for women might have meant more
competition for places in shared spaces, but the motivation and
tenacity was there in spades. The world had not been fixed over
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night, but, within the confines of Carnegie Mellon, at least,
women had a chance to be an equal partner in the classroom.
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WOMEN'S COLLEGES

Pros, Cons, and Implications of Othering
Had they been asked whether they were glad to have attended
the college, the alumni of Margaret Morrison Carnegie College
would likely have responded with the same loyalty that
prompted their angered responses to the shut down.
The general argument in favor of women’s colleges is the
environment and spaces they create. In periods of history similar
to the early days of Carnegie Tech, women were not expected to
continue on the places of higher education, though a few had.
Institutions that insured women students were a progressive step
forward for women’s education.
The MMCC’s initial departments took a while to change into
those we might recognize today – history, English, art – the fact
that, not only was a woman receiving a degree from Carnegie
Tech, but that a whole class of women were, was monumental.
The presence of women on Carnegie-Mellon campus, even if
only in the MMCC, worked to normalize the idea of women in
higher education. By insuring that at least some women would
graduate from Carnegie Tech (and later, Carnegie-Mellon) each
year, the Margaret Morrison Carnegie College slowly corroded
the idea that women had no place at Carnegie Mellon, no place
in higher education, and no place outside the home.
After all, the simplest consequence of women’s colleges is that
you end up with educated women.
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Though our modern view might view the MMCC curriculum
as antiquated and ever so slightly sexist, the fact remains that
MMCC provided a cohesive, quality education for women in a
time period where that was an exception.
If a good thing about women’s colleges is that they insure a
space for women in higher education, then we must consider the
implication of that to see a more insidious side. If we take this
assumption that women find it more difficult to pursue higher
education than men, and consider the time period in which the
Margaret Morrison Carnegie College was running. then there
are two possible explanations: that women face societal
pressures and are less likely to apply and be accepted into
academic programs, or that women are less suited to high
education and less likely to succeed.
If we, or anyone, consider the second to be true, then that
would imply that women are, on some level, intellectually
inferior to men – an idea that perpetuates the prejudices of
misogyny that women face in academia to this day. Even if we do
not consciously believe this to be true, the “othering” nature of
women’s colleges as an institution can unconsciously influence
us to have the same instinctual prejudices.
But what, exactly, does that mean?
“Othering” means any action by which an individual or group
becomes mentally classified in somebody’s mind as “not one of
us”. Rather than always remembering that every person is a
complex bundle of emotions, ideas, motivations, reflexes,
priorities, and many other subtle aspects, it’s sometimes easier to
dismiss them as being in some way less human, and less worthy
of respect and dignity, than we are.
When entire groups are considered “the other”, it often
cultivated that idea that these people are different than a default
version of humanity – that they are othered not only from one
person, but for a societal norm.
In the case of women’s colleges vs. “regular” colleges, the
implicit idea is that men are a default version of college students
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and women are different from this norm – that women students
are ”abnormal.” There’s a similar problem with basically
everything (unrelated to bodies) that is specifically “for women”
— there’s no specifically “for men”. “For men” is just a baseline
assumption. “For women” gives a place, but solidifies the idea
that women are not the default.
The implications of this are wide. As groups are thought of as
farther and farther for the societal “norm” of what is means to
be a human being, the easier it becomes to stop viewing them
as human beings. This is the definition of dehumanization –
a thought process that allows us to ignore our capacity for
empathy and devalue other human beings.
Throughout history the consequences of dehumanization have
been horrifying and immense – but there is a relative small
example that even the women of Margaret Morrison Carnegie
College noticed.
One of the factors leading to the death knell of MMCC was
that not enough students were enrolled to justify the college’s
existence – of those that did enroll, too many were leaving. One
of the most common reasons for this leave was in order to
transfer to another college within the Carnegie-Mellon system.
The reason? A BS from the Mellon College of Science was worth
more than a BA from MMCC, even in the same topic.This
balancing of value has plagued women’s colleges ever since they
started offered similar degrees as male and co-ed institutions.
Though it’s unlikely the administration was considering the
question of whether educational spaces for women were more or
less important than fighting against the continued perpetuation
of women as the other, their decision the shut down MMCC
provides one example of what a campus with no women specific
institution looks like. If you look far enough ahead, it looks like
one with a lot of women.
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PRESENT DAY

Today, Carnegie Mellon’s number of male-identifying and
female-identifying students is nearly equal. This comes as little
surprise in a nation where women are exceeding men in college
graduation. The 2017 incoming class was, for the first time, made
up of more women than men: 51% to 49%.
Thanks to programs promoting women in technology, and the
changing social opinions around that, the gender gap in CMU’s
schools of computer science and engineering have also been
shrinking. In the Fall of 2013, the School of Computer Science
and College of Engineering enrolled women at a rate of 34.6%
and 32.4%, respectively. By Fall of 2016, those rates were 48.5%
and 43.3%.
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Gender make up of CMU’s 2016 enrollment.

Though disparities and prejudice can exist, none can deny that
Carnegie Mellon, and the United States as a whole, have made
great strides toward gender parity in higher education. A key
difference is the fact that women seeking higher education have
their choice of co-ed or women’s-only universities.
Throughout the world, however, there are many women who
cannot make the choice to pursue education, let alone choose
where to do so. Even for women and girls who do pursue
education, there are still a number of barriers in their path.
Harmful gender stereotypes, child marriage, gender-based
violence, poverty, and a lack of infrastructure all pose threats to
the education of women and girls throughout the world.
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While the phase out of the Margaret Morrison Carnegie College
has no more immediate affect on women at Carnegie Mellon,
the questions it raised — whether women deserve an education,
and what in — remain relevant to this day. Such discussion must
be informed by past cases like MMCC, as they have shaped to
societal opinions and rules that have led to a day where an
incoming class at Carnegie Mellon can be more than half women.
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EPILOGUE

Margaret Morrison Carnegie

Margaret Morrison was born on June 19, 1810 in Dunfermline,
Scotland. The daughter of an orator and an educated lady,
Margaret spent her early childhood with easy access to
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knowledge.
In 1834, she married William Carnegie, a weaver. The two had
three children – Andrew, Anne, and Thomas. Though Anne died
at the young age of two, the Carnegies cultivated a focus on their
children and family, making sure the boys had an understanding
of the value of self-improvement and education. Margaret
believed a good home, led by a good mother, was vital in securing
her sons a good future.

Thomas and Andrew Carnegie

Such was their focus on their children’s futures that, when
William’s weaving career was threatened by the invention of the
steam loom, the family moved across an ocean to join Margaret’s
sisters in their new home city – Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Margaret lived long enough to see some of Andrew’s industrial
success, but she and her son Thomas passed away in 1886, both
having contracted typhoid fever. In her honor, Andrew and
Louise Carnegie named their only daughter Margaret.
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While her son’s name has marked institutions, societies,
scholarships, and even a town, Margaret Morrison Carnegie’s
legacy has always been focused on the college named after her.
Her legacy was something closely considered by the
administration when the decision to close the college was made.
To close a theoretically failing college was one thing, but the
erase the memory of Andrew Carnegie’s mother? A memory that
had been so carefully persevered in establishing a women’s trade
school?
They determined that, while the college would end, the
building would stay. To this day, Margaret Morrison Carnegie
Hall remains in use by the College of Fine Arts, and as a marker
of one woman’s legacy.
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Margaret Morrison Carnegie Hall
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PART II.

CMU AND ART IN WARTIME

A history of art in response
to war at Carnegie Mellon
by Bobbie Soques

Carnegie Mellon students hold a dance to protest the company Dow chemical, which
manufactured napalm, recruiting on campus during the Vietnam War.

INTRODUCTION

The history of Carnegie Mellon University and war is a long one.
Founded in 1914, near the start of World War I, CMU has a long
history of scientists researching and developing technology for
America’s many major conflicts—but less well-known is how its
artists responded to every major war. Through a semester-long
project of researching the University Archives as well as reaching
out to other sources, I gathered artifacts documenting the artistic
response to war at CMU, whether at the administrative,
individual, or community levels. As an artist myself, this long
history of art and war at CMU is particularly significant, and it’s
fascinating to see how war art has changed over the years.
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Members of CIT’s Band Musicians war course perform on stage before their fellow soldiers
during WWI.

During World War I, Carnegie campus art was largely concerned
with supporting the war efforts, directly through military
musician training and indirectly through plays. Students’
individual experiences, as told through Carnegie Tech War Verse,
was mostly inline with the national pro-war attitude, although
the poetry of a female student stands out. A similar attitude
prevailed through World War II, with war-related art courses
offered at the school, but war-related plays at the time were more
critical or ambivalent. Individual artists contributed to the war
effort by offering their skills to the military as map and chart
makers, and witnessed the death and suffering overseas firsthand.
By the next major national conflict, the Vietnam War, CMU art
had shifted dramatically: from supporting or simply recording
the war to actively protesting against it through posters, music,
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and prose. Like in WWI and WWII, CMU students had personal
stakes in the war, but no longer viewed the war as worth the
stakes. The act of art as activism continues into the present day,
although after the Iraq War, the issues that concern CMU artists
have moved away and beyond wars to violence and conflict at
home. Art is now also used to explain and critique the complex
politics and technology that war relies on today, as students lose
that personal stake in war.
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Students hold a dance rally to protest Dow Chemical, a company that manufactured
napalm used in the Vietnam War.

Still, one thing is clear: while the messages and methods have
drastically changed over the last hundred years, the CMU
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community has always and will continue to express their
opinions and experiences with war and conflict through art. The
artists’ thoughts are immortalized in their work, and by diving
into an in-depth exploration of art in wartime at CMU, we can
gain a better understanding of CMU’s history with war as a
whole.
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WORLD WAR I

Art in total support of total war

CIT students drive a tank across the campus lawn during WWI.

In 1917, the U.S. joined “the war to end all wars”—what we
now know as World War I, the greatest conflict the world had
ever seen. As part of the first global conflict, the U.S. needed
trained men and officers like never before, and Carnegie Mellon
University—then Carnegie Institute of Technology, or Carnegie
Tech for short—volunteered its facilities, faculty, and students to
become a military training school.
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While CIT still offered other classes, it added to its curriculum
a long roster of “war courses,” including classes like vehicle
maintenance and radio communications. The student soldiers
drilled on the lawn before the School of Applied Design (now
known as the College of Fine Arts) and practiced driving tanks
across the Cut, as pictured above. Carnegie Tech had only been
founded seventeen years ago, but it was already committed to
supporting the war effort.
During WWI, the whole campus was engaged in a state of
total war, and that was reflected in the art created at the time.
From the administrative level of war courses, to smaller level
of individual faculty and class projects, down to individual
students, WWI informed and shaped the art created at CIT from
1917 until years after the war had ended.

“Never before in the history of of the world has art
played so important a part in war as it has during the
fearful struggle through which the world has just
passed.” -John Beatty, Director of the School of Fine
Arts, 1919
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BAND MUSICIANS COURSE: TEACHING MUSIC FOR WAR

The members of Carnegie Tech’s Band Musicians course perform in full dress on the lawn
in front of the College of Fine Arts.

Among its many other more technical-focused courses, CIT also
taught a “special, intensified course for training band masters
and musicians,” as described in the course proposal written in
January 2018. Dean Bossange, head of the School of Applied
Design, proposed the course in response to the “greatly increased
demand for military musicians,” due to the government’s lack of
available resources to train musicians on their own. The Band
Musicians course was intended to, over the course of a few
months, teach enrolled students not only music basics but
specific songs that the musicians would play as part of a military
band.
The band musicians were expected to prepare for “every
branch of their service, such as drill, concert work, and mob
singing.” Music included bugle calls, like the reveille to wake up
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soldiers; music to accompany and help conduct drills; anthems
to play during battle; and pieces to perform in concert for the
entertainment of the rest of the men. Unlike civilian musicians,
military band musicians weren’t just expected to entertain and
inspire, but were considered an important part of the military
organization.

The Bandmasters and Band Musicians rehearse in the Exhibit Hall of the College of Fine
Arts in 1918.

After being taught for some time, the course was further refined
to focus on teaching bandmasters, the eight-week course length
being too short to teach novices or even people with a little
experience how to play an instrument well. Like the music they
performed, the bandmaster’s primary job was to organize: to
know the expected music to play, to arrange the pieces, to
conduct the band, and so on. Because of this, the course only
took on soldiers with musical experience who were familiar with
at least one instrument.
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The
program
was
successful,
despite
its
“For a time the United
narrowed pool of applicants
States Army depended
and its short timeline—in his
almost wholly on us to
1919 annual report, president
produce these
of CIT Arthur Hammerschlag
musicians so essential
wrote that “for a time the
to any military
United States Army depended
organization.”
almost wholly on us to
–President
produce these musicians so
essential to any military
Hammerschlag, 1919
organization.” He also noted
that, unlike the rest of the
university, the school of art had been struggling both with fewer
students and in finding a way to contribute to the war effort. The
Band Musicians course was one way for the arts administration
to aid the war effort, by offering military training outside of the
technical fields. Still, even the students and faculty not directly
involved in the military or war training were determined, like the
rest of the country, to find some way to aid the war effort.
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THE DRAWING OF THE SWORD: WAR PAGEANTS FOR
SOLDIERS

Carnegie Tech students perform a war pageant, “in connection with laying of cornerstone
of Arts Building,” in 1912.

In 1917, Dean Bossange had a brilliant idea—take the students of
Carnegie Tech’s Drama Department to nearby military camps to
put on plays to entertain the soldiers stationed on the homefront.
With the soldiers bored of variety shows and in need of
something to keep their spirits up, Bossange felt that there was
a need that the CIT’s drama school—the first degree-granting
institution of its kind—could fulfill by providing regular
entertainment.
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Soldiers lined up in Camp Sherman, a military outpost in Chillicothe, Ohio. CIT students
performed two plays there in 1917, including the war pageant The Drawing of the Sword.

While the U.S. government and the university supported the
idea, the Drama Department had no government or school
funding for a performance—but the theater’s patrons and
supporters were just as determined as its members to provide
aid for American soldiers, and funded a trip to Camp Sherman
in Chillicothe, Ohio, for the performance of two plays. The first
play was The Doctor In Spite of Himself, a comedy originally
written in 1666 by French playwright Moliere, translated into
English, likely included for the stated intention of lifting the
soldiers’ spirits. The second play was The Drawing of the Sword, a
war pageant.
War pageants were popular at the time—the drama students
at CIT performed many of them over the course of WWI. The
pageants could perhaps be more accurately categorized as a kind
of “masque,” a type of performance popular in the 16th and 17th
centuries featuring actors in masks with musical
accompaniment. In these pageants, the actors represent not
characters, but abstract concepts like Truth and Justice or
countries like Serbia and England. In 1912, the students at CIT
performed a similar pageant to commemorate the laying of the
first stone of what would later become the College of Fine Arts.
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A portrait of Thomas Wood Stevens, Head of
CIT’s Drama Department, 1913-1923. He
both wrote and directed several war pageants
performed by CIT students during WWI.

Thomas Wood Stevens, director of the Drama Department since
its founding in 1914, wrote The Drawing of the Sword in 1917 in
response to the U.S. entering the war. Its full title is The Drawing
of the Sword: A Pageant for the Present Hour, and its purpose, as
described by Stevens, is “to dramatize broadly the purposes of
the Allied Nations, and to provide a practicable and dignified
medium for the expression of community feeling about the war.”
In the pageant, the actors declaim in verse and dramatize the
events of WWI until the triumphant entrance of America to lend
her aid to the Allied Nations.
When the students and faculty arrived at Camp Sherman, the
weather was miserable, raining and freezing at the same time.
Many of the soldiers had colds. Nonetheless, the CIT students
performed to great applause in one of the theaters in the nearby
town, with over a thousand—1,450, to be precise—soldiers in
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attendance. The CIT professors were surprised by the
reception—they thought that the comedy would get the best
reaction, but the soldiers gave far more applause to The Drawing
of the Sword.
While the ticket sales were barely enough to cover the cost of
the production, the Drama Department still considered the trip
a success and proposed returning. While it’s uncertain whether
the CIT students did in fact put on more plays for the soldiers,
war pageants were a common aspect of life at Carnegie Tech
during WWI. Stevens continued to direct students in similar
performances through 1919, when they put on a pageant
commemorating the CIT alumni who lost their lives during the
war. Even without a specific class offered by the administration,
faculty and students found ways to create art that supported the
war effort and reflects their patriotism—and grief—in response
to the war. But on the personal level, the war hit a lot harder than
an abstract pageant could convey.
SARA BENNETT: A WOMAN’S PERSPECTIVE ON WAR

One of the students involved in the Drama Department during
this time was Sara Bennett, a young woman enrolled in CIT in
1917 and active in its program in the years after it. In addition
to acting in a few different department plays at the time, she also
helped design costumes and co-wrote a play with another drama
student, Howard Smith. The play, The Weevils, was about Italian
spies during the war, and based on the review in the student
newspaper, was well-liked by her classmates. Bennett went on
to marry Smith and the two returned to CIT in 1920, to help
direct other student plays, and otherwise stayed involved with
the drama department.
But in addition to being active in theater, Bennett was also a
poet. In 1919, CIT published a collection of poetry written by
students and former students affected by WWI. Called Carnegie
Tech War Verse, the book features poetry from students with
a variety of experiences, from students who fought overseas, to
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those who lost a friend during the war, to those who stayed at
home. Sara is unique among these poets for being one of only
two women published in this book, and for having so many of
her poems included. As one of the only female poets featured in
the collection, she had a very different take on the war than the
men. She focuses on the women involved rather than the men,
and the tragedies of war rather than its triumphs.
In her poem “A Munition Worker,” Bennett writes about one
of the many unrecognized women who supported the war on
the homefront. While it’s common to hear of the women who
stepped up to factory work and other jobs during World War
II, women also took on industrial roles during WWI, such as
helping to make and stock weapons, ammunition, and other
instruments of war. In her poem, Bennett sings the praises of an
unnamed female munition worker—a subject overlooked by the
other poets, as well as by popular history, which overlooks the

A Munition Worker
I thought she was Aphrodite:
She strode among the others with a cold scorn:
Her throat was open, and her strong shoulders
Moved muscular beneath the cotton blouse.
Her lips were thin and unflinching.
But I thought her eyes might be tender–
Her contempt of weakness leavened with pity.
I admired her the more because her strength was silence,
And when she spoke her words fell softly.
I wanted to give her the sea for a lover,
Or a storm-mad wind.
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important role women played in the war. To Bennett, though,
this woman in a traditionally unladylike profession is as beautiful
as Aphrodite, and well worth writing an ode to.
In another poem, “To A Dead Birdman: His Mother Speaks,”
Bennett writes from the perspective of a woman whose son died
flying planes for the U.S. military. The mother speaks with a
solemn sadness, her heart “silent in pain” as she lays her son to
rest. This contrasts with other poems featured in the collection,
which glorifies the soldier’s death—in another student’s poem
about his friend who died in the war, the poet declares that
he will be happy because he knows his friend wanted to die
for his country. Bennett’s poetry does not uplift the patriotic
sacrifice for one’s cause and country, but focuses on the grief
of the mothers whose children died far from home, a narrative
overlooked by the zealous support for the war nationwide.
CONCLUSION

While the national narrative and cultural imperative during
World War I was one of patriotism and support as part of the first

Excerpt from To a Dead Birdman: His Mother Speaks
I have laid you in a place of leaves
Marbled by the moonlight,
Calm, so calm, that my heart is silent in pain.
…
Your mother is listening–listening still,
As though your white moon wings must wing you away,
Listening–as though
It were not the part of creator to know
The created thing must go.
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global conflict, as you take a closer look at the people and the art
they created during the time, a different story begins to emerge.
On the surface of Carnegie Tech, the whole campus is behind
the war effort, from the administrative to departmental level,
and the art created at the time reflects this. But on an individual
level, student artists are beginning to address that war isn’t the
glorious event the greater narrative says it is. Still, CIT students
and faculty created art that generally showed their support for
the war and their friends and classmates who died overseas.
It isn’t until the second World War—the deadliest conflict in
history—that art created at CIT starts to show some ambivalence
towards the concept of war.
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WORLD WAR II

Art moves away from wholly supporting the war

Led by the Kiltie Band, the entire Army Specialized Training Program (ASTP) Unit marches
in review on the campus grounds.

During World War II, Carnegie Tech and the rest of America was
once again thrust into total war. Like in WWI, CIT offered its
facilities to the military and war courses to its students to aid the
US in the war effort. But unlike in WWI, CIT was not converted
into a military training school. Instead, Carnegie students could
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join the various on-campus military programs, like the Army
Specialized Training Program (ASTP) or the Reserve Officers’
Training Corps (ROTC), and accelerated graduation for all
students—not just the scientists and engineers, but the art
students as well—so they could join the army that much
faster. And while at school, artists found their own way to
support American troops, like the Kiltie band leading the ASTP
review in the above picture.
Carnegie Tech offered many similar war courses to the ones
they had during WWI, but they no longer had a band musicians
course. Instead, the only art-related war course on offer was on
Camouflage, taught through the College of Fine Arts. Some of
the professors from CFA were sent to Fort Belvoir in Virginia
to learn Camouflage from the military, and returned to CIT to
teach it to any art students who wanted to take a war course.
Besides that, the school administration had few ways for artists
to contribute to the war effort—except for Bob Lepper’s class
“Design and War.”
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DESIGN AND WAR: LEPPER AND PROPAGANDA POSTERS

Robert Lepper, professor of Design at CIT
from 1930-1975. Lepper taught a class on
creating pro-war propaganda during WWII.

Robert “Bob” Lepper started teaching art at CIT in 1930 and
continued until 1975. Specifically, he taught design, and was
instrumental in establishing the first Industrial Design degree
program at CIT. An artist and designer in his own right, Lepper
took the occasion of the war to create a class called “Design and
War,” where he taught students the principles of designing war
propaganda posters, like the ones posted on surfaces and printed
in newspapers across the nation.
In his lectures, Lepper discussed the best way to create
propaganda—”arresting, thought provoking devices (in this case
graphic) for the propagation of Ideas”—so that his students could
make their own propaganda posters for the state. He outlined
“stories” and concepts to communicate, such as rationing and
communication, as well as the angles to approach the concepts
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through, such as appealing through pride (“occupational,”
“national,” “flattery”) and fear (“What we have and stand to lose”,
among others).
Lepper’s own thoughts on creating art for war were that it
should be used for a purpose—not to escape the reality of war,
but to “find reasons, not excuses, for existence.” He argued that
creating escapist art was defeatist, and that the artist needed to
find a way to prove their worth during the war without running
away from the issues. However, in his class, he took a slightly
different tack, framing the lessons on propaganda as a way for
artists to sell their work during the war effort. This more
detached and pragmatic view—especially when taken with the
matter-of-fact way he discussed how to play on people’s fears
and emotions—is a diversion from the seemingly whole-hearted
approach to supporting WWI. This slight shift in attitude is
reflected in other art created and performed at CIT during
WWII.
WWII TOPICAL PLAYS

During WWII, students at CIT both created and performed
several plays related to the war. Unlike the war pageants of WWI,
these were not abstract performances illustrating nations and
concepts with patriotic messages. Rather, these were what we
normally think of as traditional plays, with characters and
dialogues, set during or with an underlying message related to
WWII. And especially unlike the WWI war pageants, not all of
these messages were positive.
In 1942, the Carnegie Tech drama department performed
Robert Ardrey’s Thunder Rock, directed by Thomas Job, likely a
student there at the time. The play initially debuted in 1939, at
the start of WWII but before the U.S. joined the war in 1941. Set
in an isolated lighthouse, the play serves as an extended allegory
ultimately calling for action and intervention in WWII. At the
time it debuted, it wasn’t well received in the U.S. because of that
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message—-but by the time it was performed at CIT, American
opinion of the war had changed.

CIT students perform Thunder Rock, a WWII-era play written as a metaphor to argue
ending America’s isolationist stance and entering the war.

Harold Geoghegan, an Art History professor who wrote many
reviews for CIT performances, called Thunder Rock “a timely
choice,” saying that “we need all the comfort we can get in these
dark times… that this is not the first time that men have
despaired of the survival of civilization, and that… civilization
has, somehow, survived.” The change in American interpretation
of the play reflects the overall change in American opinion on
the war—by the time the U.S. had joined the war, public opinion,
swayed perhaps by propaganda like the kind Lepper taught, was
now in support of the war. But before then, support was not so
whole-hearted, and doubts likely still lingered.
The year before, in 1941, the CIT drama department
performed an MFA play—-that is, a play written by a student
earning their master’s degree in the School of
Drama—called New England Picnic. The play was written and
directed by the same Thomas Job who directed Thunder Rock
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the next year, and was performed before the U.S. entered WWII
in December.

CIT students perform New England Picnic, a comedy set and written during WWII by a
Carnegie Tech student.

According to Geoghegan’s review, New England Picnic is a
comedy that seems as though it’s supposed to be a commentary
on the trivial things people worry about compared to the
war—but this message is lost amidst the comedic aspect of the
play. We can infer from this play that Job and other students
were well aware and likely concerned about the war, even before
the U.S. entered, but other members of the CIT
community—perhaps Geoghegan—were not as concerned. But
unlike Thunder Rock and the WWI war pageants, New England
Picnic was not written to directly support the war.
This trend away from creating art wholly for the sake of
supporting the war is visible at the administrative and
departmental and faculty level, when one compares the Band
Musicians course of WWI to the Design and War propaganda
course of WWII, and the war pageants of WWI to the topical
plays of WWII. But, just like in WWI, the war touched members
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of the CIT community on an individual level, affecting those
more profoundly than the community’s art can show as a whole.
WILLIAM BOSTICK: ARTIST AND SOLDIER

William Bostick studied art at Carnegie Tech as well as other
schools, but during WWII he worked as a draftsman for the U.S.
Navy. In 1993, he was profiled in an article in CMU’s student
newspaper The Tartan, as part of a retrospective on D-Day fifty
years later. Not only did Bostick design charts and maps for the
soldiers landing on the Omaha beach during the famous attack,
but he was also present for the invasion of Normandy itself. His
sketches and watercolors of the event, as well as of his other
experiences in the war overseas, were featured in the newspaper
and loaned to the CMU library in 1995.

William Bostick’s sketch of the approach to Omaha Beach, as featured in The Tartan in
1994. Bostick’s charts and maps of the beach helped the landing pilots arrive to shore
safely on D-Day, for which he was honored with a medal.

Bostick painted a map of Omaha Beach based on photos taken
by a low-flying scout plane, which the Navy used when landing
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on D-Day. Bostick himself was not present on D-Day itself, but
he was there the day after. Before he left England, he painted
a watercolor of the docks as the wounded returned from
Normandy. “These, in a way, were the lucky ones,” he said in a
letter fifty years later. “Many of those less lucky were still on
Omaha Beach.”

William Bostick’s sketch of the wounded arriving in England after returning from
Normandy, as featured in The Tartan in 1994. Bostick had first-hand experience
witnessing the horror and death of WWII.

Bostick sketched the the view of the Normandy beaches as the
soldiers arrived. When he got there, he saw “about a thousand
soldiers and sailors covered with tarpaulins awaiting burial.”
After the war, Bostick was decorated with the Navy
Commendation Medal for “his contribution to the Normandy
landings.” “I like to believe that some of the American veterans
who returned for the 50th anniversary are alive today because of
these printed pieces of paper which guided their landing pilots,”
he wrote.
Bostick’s sketches are an example of how art empowered those
who had experienced war first-hand to share and illustrate their
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experiences beyond just telling a story, as well as art and artists
contributed to the war effort directly—through maps and charts,
as opposed to posters like those made in Lepper’s “Design and
War” course. Like Sara Bennett’s and her classmates’ poetry from
WWI, CIT students and alumni created art to reflect their
individual experiences of war beyond the collective.
CONCLUSION

As involved as Carnegie Tech students and faculty were, from
coursework to plays to individually enrolling in the military,
there were still students who weren’t wholly in support of the
war. As ads for war bonds and promotions for rationing filled
the pages of The Tartan, and students started fundraisers and
drives to support the war, there were still some who “welched on
their debts” to the causes they pledged to support, as The Tartan
editorial board called out. While CIT’s art created in response
to WWII was mostly supportive–from the propaganda posters,
to the plays, to William Bostick’s maps–some ambivalence was
beginning to poke through. But it wasn’t until the 1970s, during
the Vietnam War, that campus culture shifted dramatically away
from supporting American war, and art started being made
against it.
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VIETNAM WAR

Art in protest of war

Students stand among drifts of paper during the ROTC office sacking, in 1970.

In the sixties and seventies, popular public opinion had turned
against war. During WWI and WWII, CIT campus had courses
and programs to directly and indirectly support the war effort,
from war courses to officer training to plays about the war. But
during the Vietnam War, these opportunities were fewer or
absent altogether—while students during WWII joined the ASTP
and ROTC, students during the Vietnam War protested their
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presence on campus, leading to events like the sacking of the CIT
ROTC office, as pictured above.
Carnegie Tech students and faculty were part of a national
shift in opinion on war—people at universities across the
country were protesting the U.S. involvement in, and primarily,
the drafting of university students for, the war. Like in WWI and
WWII, students were directly at risk of being drafted or had a
friend fighting overseas, and thus had a personal stake in the war
and the motivation to create art in response to it. In the sixties
and seventies, art created at CIT was primarily made for protests
and anti-war messages, from posters to to dances to editorial
articles.
POSTERS & PROTESTS: ANTI-WAR SIGNAGE

The most common way Carnegie students used art in response
to war was to create anti-war posters and graphics. From posters
made for protests, like the anti-nuke one pictured below, to
posters advocating for peace created in graphic design classes,
graphic anti-war art was prevalent across campus during the
Vietnam War.
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A poster advertising an anti-war rally on CIT
campus.

A poster from CIT’s CFA Design School with anti-war,
anti-military sentiment.
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A poster from CIT’s CFA Design School collection,
simply stating, “peace”.

When compared to the pro-war propaganda posters students
were designing in WWII, the anti-war posters dramatically
illustrate the shift in campus attitude. During WWI and WWII,
the artistic response to war was largely driven by the
administration, from faculty-headed programs like the war plays,
to war-related courses like the “Design and War” propaganda
class. However, the posters and other art created for the Vietnam
War was mostly driven by people themselves. Even the
aforementioned posters made in graphic design classes weren’t
made as part of a particular course, but as individual students’
drive to reflect their anti-war convictions through their art.
From individual experiences and creative reflections on the
horrors of war, like Sara Bennett, Carnegie campus moved
towards part of a collective, community-driven artistic response
to the war.
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“ANGRY ARTS AGAINST THE WAR”: ANTI-WAR ART
BEYOND SIGNS

In 1967, students and teachers from across Pittsburgh gathered
to witness and participate in “Angry Arts Against the War,” a
protest against the Vietnam War organized by the Pittsburgh
Area Students for Peace. The event brought together anti-war
activists from CIT, the University of Pittsburgh, and other
schools, and showcased performances and artistic endeavors
made to protest the war.

A photo of protesters marching at “Angry Arts Against the War,” as featured in The Tartan.

Highlights included performances by two local folk singers,
performing original anti-war compositions as well as covers of
better-known songs; a series of poetry readings; a satirical skit
called The Seven O’clock News; readings from Mark Twain’s
Letters from the Earth, a sarcastic commentary on mainstream
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American morality; a performance by a local rock band; and a
screening of the documentary Time of the Locust, an anti-war film
compiled from news footage of the Vietnam war. Professors gave
lectures on the importance of ending the war. And overall, about
half of the event was “a straight, un-‘artistic’, documented protest
of the war,” The Tartan reported.

A demonstrator at the “Angry Arts Against
the War” protest reads aloud a letter from
an American soldier in Vietnam,
describing the deaths of civilians he
witnessed while he was there.

The performances and art shown at the “Angry Arts” protest
were part of a larger, nationwide movement by students called
“Vietnam Week,” as students and faculty across the country
organized anti-war demonstrations for an entire week of April.
The nationwide protest caused a stir at the state level. In a
complete reversal from the government-sanctioned and
-sponsored pro-war art made in WWI and WWII, the American
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government denounced the protest and other anti-war activity
as communist and un-American. Mainstream media repeated
the declaration, as the local Pittsburgh Press “suggested that
the Students for Peace were ‘dupes’ of a subversive Communist
movement,” the Tartan reported. But the student organizers of
the protest argued that their demonstration was born of their
own ideas, and bolstered by being part of a community against
the war. With the advent of modern communication and images
of the Vietnam War being broadcast across the country, war
art was able to move beyond the individual and out of CIT’s
campus, and into part of the broader Pittsburgh and nationwide
community.
WAR OF THE WORDS: ARGUMENTS IN THE EDITORIALS

Carnegie campus members were vocal not only through their
art and protests, but through their writing–those who couldn’t
create posters, music, films, or other art in response to the war
took to the editorial pages of The Tartan to share their opinions.
While anti-war art was most prevalent in exhibitions outside of
the newspaper, in the editorial pages, people argued vehemently
for and against the war. And like they had been during WWI,
WWII, and other Vietnam protests, faculty were also involved in
the arguments over Vietnam that hit the pages.

An editorial arguing to abolish the draft, in the January 12, 1966 edition of the Tartan.
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An editorial arguing against abolishing the draft published in The Tartan in February
1966, published in direct response to the anti-draft editorial published in January.

One of the biggest points of contention that wasn’t as wellcovered in the other artistic endeavors was the draft. While
posters and protests from the time show a general anti-war
attitude, the articles and editorials in The Tartan reveal the fury
of Carnegie students and faculty over the military draft of
university students, who were previously protected from the
draft, and furthermore, the punishment of protesters as draft
dodgers. The penalty for draft dodging was severe, while public
demonstrations are protected under the first amendment, and
students and faculty alike called out this unfair treatment, with
the faculty even signing a petition against on-campus
recruitment and the unfair draft-dodger punishment.

The CIT chapter of the Young Americans for Freedom published an editorial in the
January 10th 1967 edition of The Tartan condemning the campus anti-war attitude.
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The Tartan’s Foreign Policy Forum published a direct response to the YAF’s editorial in the
February 15th 1967 paper.

Besides the faculty, words flew fast and furious between different
student groups who argued for abolishing the draft, supporting
a victory in the Vietnam War, and withdrawing troops from
Vietnam, among other topics. While the thoughts and opinions
of students during WWI and WWII have to be gleaned from their
art and spare comments, with few voicing any negative thoughts
about the war because of the dominant pro-war narrative,
students during the Vietnam War were not so circumspect. While
they may not have been able to create posters, perform in plays,
paint pictures, or write poems, the people of Carnegie campus
made their voices heard.
CONCLUSION

By the Vietnam War, the nation as a whole and CIT’s campus as
well had turned away from total support of the war and started
using their art as a form of protest. And we haven’t seen a return
to the wholly supportive attitude of 1919 since, as anti-war art
and protests have continued into the present. As we look to the
art that CMU students, faculty, and former community members
have created since 2000, we see a continuation of collective art
and protest—but also a turn away from war to other issues of
activism, reflecting the broader apathy of CIT students towards
the seemingly never-ending wars and “military interventions,” as
well as the increased use of art to explain rather than argue about
war.
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PRESENT DAY

From anti-war to explaining war to beyond war

An illustration of “boots on the ground” in Iraq from The Tartan, April 2016.

In the decades since the Vietnam War, there have been few major
conflicts that have grabbed and shaped American, and
particularly CMU’s, consciousness like the previous wars. From
2000 to the present, there are few official wars with other
nations, but many “military interventions,” as well as the ongoing
war on terror after 9/11. In the early 2000s, we saw protests
like that of the Vietnam War, against the war in Iraq and CMU’s
involvement.
But unlike all the past war art documented at CMU, since then,
CMU students have rarely been directly impacted by American
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military conflicts. They are neither in danger of being drafted,
or likely to know someone fighting in a war, especially as more
and more warfare is conducted by drones and other technology
rather than “boots on the ground,” as illustrated in The
Tartan illustration at the start of this chapter. Art has moved
beyond supporting, decrying, or simply giving a personal
response to war: we see it being used at CMU to explain the evermore complex states of our global conflicts, and to comment on
violence at home as well as abroad.
THE IRAQ WAR: PROTESTS & POSTERS

Much like during the Vietnam War, during the Iraq War from
2003-2011, CMU students assembled to to protest the war and
America’s involvement. Like the wars of the past, students knew
people or had friends who were fighting overseas in Iraq, and had
a personal connection to the conflict and thus a reason to care.
As they had during the 60s and 70s, CMU students participated
in anti-war protests as part of a broader national movement, like
the march pictured below, which featured an speaker who had
been part of a national anti-war tour. Art created in response to
the war at the time is documented in the anti-war posters and
banners students carried during these protests.
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Cindy Sheehan, a leader of the Iraq anti-war movement, marches with other protesters
after an anti-war rally on September 11th, 2005.

In addition to the general message to end the war and recall
troops from Iraq, CMU students also turned their focus to
protesting CMU’s specific involvement in the war effort—many
of the university’s technical institutions received research
sponsorships from the Department of Defense, developing
military technology for the government. More anti-war banners
and posters were created to protest this involvement, like the one
pictured below at a protest outside of the National Robotics and
Engineering institute.
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Student protesters block the entrance to the National Robotics and Engineering Institute,
a CMU facility that develops military technology, in March 2007.

This is a notable difference from the Vietnam protests, where
CMU-specific protests weren’t documented–besides protests
against the draft. This is also a complete turnaround from
campus attitude in WWI and WWII. During WWII, CIT also
developed military technology for the war, but their efforts were
celebrated, not protested—especially CIT scientists’ aid in
developing the atomic bomb. This partially reflects the change
in overall attitude on campus from supporting to decrying the
U.S. involvement in war, but also reflects the changing attitudes
towards technology and how it is used in war.
ART IN THE TARTAN: EXPLAINING, ILLUSTRATING, AND
IGNORING

Besides art created for protests and posters, it is difficult to find
university records of student and faculty art relating to war. One
consistent place and use of war-related art in the last few decades
is in the student newspaper The Tartan, where illustrations are
used to not only get readers’ attention but to help explain the
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complex nature of today’s military conflicts, both politically and
technologically.

An illustration for an editorial arguing that the U.S. shouldn’t be focusing on military
interventions in the Middle East, but rather on solving problems at home, from the March
3rd 2011 edition of The Tartan.

There is not much in the way of political cartoons commenting
on the U.S.’s involvement in military conflict, either to support
or condemn war, which is a distinct change from the vehement
opinions expressed in the paper during Vietnam and even the
Iraq wars. Part of this is likely because of the complex politics
surrounding modern-day military interventions—The Tartan
editorials are not as much critiquing the interventions
themselves as much as the military and political policies
surrounding each conflict (like in the political cartoon illustrated
above).
War-related art in The Tartan is also used primarily to illustrate
events and technology like drones, to accompany explanatory
articles. This follows the relatively recent wave of student
protests of CMU’s involvement in developing military
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technology, but also reflects students’ overall unawareness of
said technology and how it’s used. It’s interesting to note that
while these technical articles are more prevalent since the 2000s,
student opinions on war are less prevalent, suggesting that the
evolution of technology has helped CMU students and artists to
further ignore the wars and conflicts outside of the country.

An illustration of a military drone for a discussion on drone warfare featured in The
Tartan in November 2014.

This is supported by the sheer lack of war-related art in the
university’s archives and exhibits. After all, unlike in the Vietnam
and Iraq wars, students are less likely to know someone fighting
overseas, and therefore have less of a personal connection and
reason to create art about the war. On top of that, the U.S. has
been unofficially at war in one way or another for as long as
people my age have been alive, and I know from personal
experience and talking with my classmates that this has created
a sense of apathy rather than the inspiration seen in other
conflicts. Instead, artists at CMU and nationwide have turned
their attention to violence and conflict at home.
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ART AS ACTIVISM: MODERN ARTISTS’ PERSPECTIVES

Today, CMU artists—both students and alumni—are still, if not
more, aware and outspoken of art’s capability to spark
conversation and send a message on issues facing American
society. However, it is difficult to find artists at campus who are
primarily concerned with military conflicts overseas. While they
still believe strongly in art as activism, the artists I spoke to are
focused on issues closer to home, ones that they have stakes in
and have personally experienced.
BORIS BALLY: A RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACTIVISM

Boris Bally, an alumnus of CMU’s College of Fine Arts, is one
such artist. Bally is a metalsmith as well as an artist, and an
activist for stronger gun control laws. In 2013, his work Loaded
Menorah, pictured below, was featured in the Society for
Contemporary Crafts in Pittsburgh as part of a broader
exhibit exploring “how art can shed light on creative solutions to
the urgent issue of increasing violence in the U.S. and around the
world.” Bally created the sculpture out of guns from Pittsburgh
Anti-Violence Campaign’s gun buyback program as commentary
on gun violence in America, and more recently, invited one
hundred other metalsmiths to do the same. His
exhibit, IMAGINE Peace Now, is currently on tour around the
country.
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Boris Bally’s sculpture Loaded Menorah, a commentary on gun violence in
America, courtesy of his website.

Bally believes that true artists must be activists. Much like
Lepper, he believes that “true art has spirit, has soul, has political
motivation,” and is not just pretty to look at. He views art as
a means of inviting conversation— ”It’s less about being
confrontational, more about being nuanced and gray-zoned.” Art
enables people with opposing views to discuss contentious
issues, as they are talking about the art rather than the issue itself,
and these conversations are healing.
But when discussing art as it relates to war, Bally prefers to
stay close to home and his own personal experiences. “We have
a war in our own country,” he told me. “It’s called poverty.” Bally
explained how gun violence and ownership is linked to economic
disparity and other social injustice, and linked his art and
activism to his personal experiences growing up in Switzerland,
which has the third-largest gun ownership per capita in the
world but is still one of the safest nations. Bally feels his work
is particularly powerful in light of the recent responses to mass
shootings and the March for Our Lives. “Art creates ripples, that
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amp up activism, and inspire people to join the conversation,” he
told me.

“We have a war in our own country. It’s called
poverty.” -Boris Bally, artist and activist
JACK TAYLOR: ART FROM PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

I also spoke to Jack Taylor, a senior—and soon to be graduate—of
CMU’s CFA. Taylor is an active member of CMU’s Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS) and a passionate advocate for art
as activism. His work is concerned with with environmentalism
and labor movements, particularly in the Pacific Northwest,
where he grew up. Like Bally, Taylor is a firm believer that artists
have a responsibility to create art that is aware of the current
social, political, and cultural context, but is also concerned with
examining one’s own privilege as they approach these issues.
“I think of activism as a fight for freedoms,” Taylor explained,
“and when you come from a place of privilege and are telling
stories that are not your own, you have to proceed with a lot of
caution.” For that reason, he focuses on art that comes from his
own experiences growing up in the Pacific Northwest, and that
of family and friends who have been displaced by the changing
industries or otherwise affected. While Taylor agrees with Bally
that one of the main ways art can serve as activism is to teach and
invite conversation, he also believes it’s important for art to bring
the underrepresented into museums and other rarefied spaces.
What’s powerful about art is it’s “mediation and translation of
experience” to those who haven’t had those experiences–true art,
he says, “speaks from a place that is genuine.”
When asked about his views on CMU student activism today,
especially when compared to the art and activism of the sixties
and seventies, Taylor observed that “activism is present, but it’s
stifled by the institution.” Not necessarily explicitly, but by the
prevailing pressure of getting good grades and a good job. At the
CFA, at least, Taylor is impressed by the ethical considerations
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of his fellow students and professors, and knows many others
involved in SDS who are as passionate about activism as he.
“There are a lot of systems in place that stifle the activist spirit,”
he told me, “but it’s still alive.”

“There are a lot of systems in place that stifle the
activist spirit, but it’s still alive.” -Jack Taylor, CMU
student activist and artist
CONCLUSION

As a continuation from the Vietnam War, art in response to war
at CMU is still primarily focused on activism. Anti-war art was
more prevalent during the Iraq War, but has waned as students
lose their personal connection to and stakes in American
conflicts. With the advent of advanced technology taking over
for human soldiers, and the establishment of a professional
military rather than the drafting of friends and family, artists at
CMU have less reason to care about war overseas and instead
turn towards violence and conflict affecting them personally, as
well as taking a step back to explain rather than argue about
military conflicts.
In the over one hundred years since CMU was founded, the
campus has been through many wars—from the first World War,
to World War II, to Vietnam, to the ongoing military conflicts of
the today. In each era, the CMU creative community responded
with a variety of messages through a variety of mediums. But
even as the purpose and messages of the art has changed, as well
as the people behind it, and even the definition of “war” itself,
CMU artists have never stopped expressing themselves and their
thoughts on war through their art. And, if the last hundred years
are any indication, they never will.
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PART III.

CMU IN A TIME OF WAR

A story on Carnegie Mellon during World War I
By Elena Chan

PROLOGUE

A WORLD AT WAR

World War I officially began in 1914. Unrest and tension had
already been building within Europe for some time between
various large countries due to political instability, rivalries, and
nationalism prior to the official declaration of war. The
assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, the heir to the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, by a Serbian nationalist, was the
event that ignited World War I. The war erupted between the
two empires of Austria-Hungary and Serbia, causing their allied
countries to join the war and the subsequent formation of new
alliances, dividing Europe even further. Within a week, it had
become a world war.
At first, the United States remained uninvolved in the war
under President Woodrow Wilson by adopting the policy of
neutrality on August 4, 1914. The United States continued doing
business with both sides of the war but mostly traded with the
Allies. However, over the next years, Germany’s submarines
attacked neutral ships in trading waters, making it hard for the
United States to do business with Europe. In 1915, Germany
declared trading waters around the British Isles to be a war zone.
German submarines also sunk commercial and passenger ships
in these waters, which created more outrage amongst Americans.
In May of 1915, a German submarine sunk a passenger ship
carrying Americans, which marked the tipping point in
American minds and created such outrage that the United States
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no longer believed they could afford not becoming involved in
the war. Other forces were involved in causing the United States
to enter the war including a conflict of principles in which
Americans felt responsibility for upholding a world of
democracy and to reestablish peace in the world.
In February of 1917, the United States Congress passed a $250
million arms-appropriations bill to help the United States
prepare to join the war and the country began gearing up for
battle. In April 2, 1917 in President Woodrow Wilson’s War
Message to Congress, he calls to Congress, believing that a very
serious decision was needed to be made because “German
submarine warfare against commerce [was] a warfare against
mankind.”
“I advise that the Congress declare the recent course of the Imperial
German Government to be in fact nothing less than war against the
Government and the people of the United States… and that it take
immediate steps … to exert all its power and employ all its resources
to bring the Government of the German Empire to terms and end
the war.”

Soon after, Congress officially declared war on Germany on
April 6, 1917, catapulting the United States into one of the
worst wars that the world had ever seen.
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Timeline of events leading up to the U.S. joining World War I.

AN APPEAL TO THE COUNTRY AND AMERICAN COLLEGES

Prior to the official declaration of war on Germany on April 6th,
the United States had already been preparing to join the war
due to the arms-appropriation bill that was passed in February
of that year. During this period of time, there was disagreement
amongst the public on joining the war; there were many who
were against the idea of joining the war in fear of the
unquestionable loss of lives, and others who supported the
country involving itself in the war because of an urge to defend
the country’s security.
However, the American people united in support of the war
soon after. Once the United States officially entered the war,
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there was a shift in attitude on the war as the government made
sure that everyone was all for raising an army from a couple
thousand to two million men to be shipped overseas. Growing an
army and creating materials of this size and scale to be shipped
overseas had never been done in the world before. Because of
this, the government needed the entire country to unite and
support the war effort.
The response to this need was outstanding. What followed
was a huge wave of support across the country as thousands of
U.S. citizens signed up to enlist. To quickly train a huge number
of people for the war, the United States’ government started
to set up training centers at colleges across the country. The
Intercollegiate Intelligence Bureau created a campaign to request
information from colleges on the students and faculty who
would be interested in involving themselves in the war effort.
One of these requests was to Carnegie Institute of Technology
(CIT) in Pittsburgh, PA.
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THE RESPONSE: A WAVE OF SUPPORT AND
PATRIOTISM

CIT’S NEW DIRECTION

A portrait of Arthur A. Hamerschlag, the director of CIT
during World War I.
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It was known that the director of CIT, Arthur A. Hamerschlag,
was a strong supporter of military involvement in the war. He
once claimed, “I am a militant! I am in favor of compulsory
military training throughout the country-not only in preparation
for the coming crisis, but as a means of preparedness in times of
peace.” The students, being interested in the changes that would
be made, were eager to find out his plans.
Hamerschlag did not want to take the school in the same
direction as other land-grant schools had with military training
across the country, claiming that “such training has been
pronounced a flat failure by the majority of those who have taken
it” because the training was so basic and required little technical
training. He believed that not putting the technical skills of CIT
students to use would be a waste and instead, proposed that
all male students be sent to Camp Louise Carnegie for specific
technical training in modern warfare for two months every year.
Students would choose to specialize in skills such as building
trenches and fortifications, road and bridge building, mapmaking, and aviation. However, before any plans were to be
made, he would need to determine if he had the support of the
student body behind him with the help of the Military Affairs
Committee, a committee that was established for promoting
military training at CIT. The Military Affairs Committee was
made up of male students from all schools at CIT with some form
of military training.
The Military Training Committee embodied the Preparedness
Movement, a campaign to strengthen the U.S. military in
preparation for the U.S. to enter the war. Members urged
students to “Look for the difference!” Students didn’t have
specific roles assigned to them in the war effort, so the Military
Training Committee enthusiastically urged them to find and
volunteer their strengths. They emphasized that everyone had
the capability to make a difference and had a responsibility to
“do their bit” for their country by serving in whatever ways that
they could. They believed that “there [was] something about
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[everyone] that is different from all other men. It may be a defect,
but you can even make capital out of that…” The Military
Training Committee emphasized this difference in everyone,
saying that it was not just desired, but necessary to find “the
difference”. This mindset and cry for patriotism was one that
sparked a movement that completely changed the dynamic at the
school.
The committee itself started out with 18 people and 4
subcommittees: The Organization Committee, Publicity
Committee, Assembly of Schools Committee, and the FlagRaising Committee. It constantly took the initiative to raise the
spirits of students in support of the war effort and was applauded
for its leadership in this space. One instance in which it was
applauded for its dedication to the war effort was when members
decided to move a flag pole from the McGinley property off
campus onto campus.
RAISING A FLAG POLE

On the Friday before March 21, 1917 at 9 a.m. in the morning,
the Military Affairs Committee marched off campus to the
McGinley property with the goal to move the flag pole from
off campus onto CIT’s campus. They were joined by around
one hundred men during their march before they reached their
destination. The students and a recruited rigger helped to set up
the rigging of the flag pole to pull it up from the ground where
it was planted for so long. As ropes began pulling up on the pole
slowly, observing students watched as two lines snapped. This
did not discourage them though; they were determined to bring
the flag to their school campus. Students banded together and
dug up around 6 feet of dirt at the bottom of the pole for five
hours until it could be lifted manually out of the ground. At 2
p.m. these students were finally able to lift the 73-foot long pole
onto their shoulders in a joint effort and marched down Forbes
Street back towards the school. By 4 p.m. the flag pole was firmly
planted in the ground near the Design School. It was a task of
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hard work, but these students were determined to show their
patriotism.

Students carry a flag pole to raise on campus after spending hours digging it out of the
ground.
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Students work hard to raise a flag pole on campus in an act of patriotism.

On March 21, 1917 at 1:30 pm, students of all schools at CIT
marched across campus to raise the flag on the newly planted
flag-pole near the Design School. It was to be a wool bunting
flag that spanned 22 feet and was gifted to the students by the
school administration. The students watched with pride with the
band playing in the background as the flag was lifted high into
the air. Following the flag raising ceremony, students then filed
into the Music Hall for a school assembly, which was organized
and run by only students, to determine the students’ opinions on
the Preparedness Movement.
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A flag was raised in ceremony on the CIT campus in an act of patriotism.
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T. E. Orr, the chairman of the
Military Affairs Committee

The Assembly was run by T. E. Orr, the chairman of the Military
Affairs Committee who called the meeting to session. The
Assembly began with Major Mehard, the President of the
Military Training Association, who spoke to the crowd with a
“strenuous and enthusiastic quality” and explained the necessity
of military training at CIT. His words were then followed by a
number of speakers who spoke about the work being done for
the war effort abroad and in the local area.
The last person to speak was Colonel S. H. Church, who gave
a “ringing talk on the present international situation which
threatens to involve the United States.” Following this, some
students waded to the front of the crowd to give their opinions
before the Committee on Military Affairs requested for the
faculty to support the establishment of military training on
campus. There was not a single voice raised in opposition.
On that same day, Arthur A. Hamerschlag, pledged the school’s
equipment and services to the government of the United States.
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In a letter to President Woodrow Wilson, Hamerschlag pledges CIT’s support to the
government.

On April 9th, just three days after the formal declaration of war,
CIT geared up for military training.
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MILITARY TRAINING DRILLS

The first group of enlisted men at CIT.

CIT changed quite extensively in its efforts to transition into a
military training camp, which was facilitated by the students of
the school. About seven hundred men of CIT decided to partake
voluntarily in military drill, and so five days a week at 8 a.m.
sharp in the morning, a bugler sounded from under the flagpole
that was recently raised. Each morning, students would gather
at the flagpole for their military drill training. Because there
were not enough official military instructors, students who had
a background in military training would lead these military drill
sessions until army officers could be recruited. Those who were
late were marked down by the instructors; these students had
committed themselves to the effort and now were expected to
follow up on this commitment with seriousness.
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Men volunteered to participate in the first military drill held on CIT’s campus at 8 a.m.

This military training was later taken out of student hands by
Captain John Meyer of the National Guard who moved military
drill to Schenley Park every morning at 8 a.m.
Positions to enlist also opened up for students with experience
as
topographical
surveyors,
mechanical
draftsmen,
photographers, blueprint men, machinists, and electricians.
Across campus, it was evident that CIT had to change
dramatically to best prepare its students and inform the public of
the war. The change in the school towards a military approach
was largely driven by the students and thus, faculty members
followed suit in supporting this huge change at the college.
THE ROLE OF PAGEANTS: THE “DRAWING OF THE SWORD“

Students and faculty also showed their patriotism in creative
forms across campus. One even claims within the C.I.T. Alumnus
that “possibly the greatest contribution Tech has yet made to the
program of the Nation, is the splendid war pageant written by
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Professor Thomas Wood Stevens of the Department of Dramatic
Arts.” The “Drawing of the Sword”, a tech war pageant, was a show
put on for the school and the general public, which “portrays a
very vivid and dramatic fashion the great moral issues of the war,
as each Nation in turn presents its causes before the thrones of
Liberty, Justice, and Truth.” About fifty soldiers participated in
the performance of the war pageant in the form of bandmen,
ushers, and guards.
On July 5, 1917, the show opened for the first time. That
evening, sixteen hundred people piled into the Chautauqua
Auditorium. With such a large audience, it was often difficult to
capture their attention for the full fifty minutes, but this pageant
was able to do just that. People sat on the edges of their seats
throughout the entire pageant until Justice called to America to
join the war. At the point when America entered and drew the
sword to join the Allies, the entire auditorium rose up in their
seats. People cheered, whistled, and yelled with excitement as the
pageant concluded.
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Lines in the “Drawing of the Sword” war pageant resonated with the patriotic beliefs of its
audience.

The joint effort of the faculty members who wrote and
constructed this war pageant and the soldiers who participated
in it paid off. The pageant received great success because the
strength of the lines resonated with the beliefs and thoughts
people had during this time of war. Even though rain poured
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down during the outdoor shows and ill soldiers coughed in the
crowds, this didn’t stop the attendees from latching onto these
powerful words.
In just two shows, a total of one thousand, four hundred and
fifty soldiers had attended. These pageants were thought to be
a great influence on the enlisted men because of the pageants’
underlying patriotic values. Thus, the administration was quick
to throw its support behind them as a source of entertainment.
The pageant was so successful amongst the United States Army
officers that people believed that it would be beneficial if a wider
audience could view it and thus, the cast went on tour to put
on this pageant across larger cities, saying that the pageant was
a tribute to the “high character and true ideals to which we
as Americans have dedicated our fortunes and our lives.” The
“Drawing of the Sword” went on to be performed frequently for
many weeks later and even into the year after. The pageant was
one of the largest patriotic events that the entire student body
talked about and anticipated with each performance,
contributing to the culture as a whole on campus. As “newsies”
filled the streets on the mornings of the performances with
patriotic colored posters of red, white, and blue, it was clear that
the school now had a completely different culture on campus
than it had prior to the war, denoting the great difference in the
school.
EDUCATIONAL CHANGES: WAR COURSES

As the faculty and students threw themselves into the transition
into war, one of the largest things to change was the education.
All regular academic courses were halted indefinitely on October
1st, to introduce military instruction in the form of war courses
in order to prepare men for service. In order to provide this
military instruction, commanding military officers were brought
onto campus to consult with academic instructors to make
arrangements and plan for the hours of these courses. Very soon,
the military and academics of CIT were so intertwined that the
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school had become an institution revolving around the war
effort.
Courses, such as the War Aims course, were introduced and
focused on topics such as the situations on various fighting
fronts in different countries, the shipping situation, the race for
man power, the meaning of autocracy and democracy, the
history leading up to the war, and Germany’s and other involved
countries’ governments, characters, aspirations, and ideals.
These were all topics that would inform students on the war.
Other courses, such as the Issue of the War, spoke about the
underlying conflicting points of view on the war. The purpose of
these courses was to enhance the morale of the school by offering
students a better understanding of the war and to remind
soldiers what they were fighting for.
Students also took specialized courses in their support of the
war effort. Courses that were popular included constructing and
operating airplane motors and learning to operate the radios.

Students learn to construct and operate airplane motors.
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Students learn to operate the radios.

Although all students had a right to form their own opinions
about the United States’ involvement in the war, the government
and school administration tried very hard to bolster support for
it. Those in power believed that a college campus lacking unity
in support of the war would be a problem for the spirits and
the overall effectiveness of the campus towards the war efforts;
thus, all were supplied with the education necessary to raise
their spirits and give them a purpose within the war. The entire
educational aspect of the school changed in response to the war,
marking these years at CIT one of the most transitional and
dramatically altered.
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SCHOOL DYNAMIC CHANGES: TENSIONS FROM
CHANGE

NEW TENSIONS

Although WWI brought upon this wave of support for the
military and patriotism within CIT, what was less obvious was
the tension that arose from the transformation of the school into
a military training camp. With CIT undergoing what some might
have considered the biggest change in its history, tensions arose
between military officers in charge of student military training
and the existing faculty and administration of the college.
Contention also arose in the form of disagreement over the
religious affiliation of soldiers.
THE CONFLICT IN RELIGION

1918 was a time of great conflict for those involved in the war.
Whether people were fighting in the war or were aiding in war
efforts, the effects of the bloodshed in this time of conflict could
be felt. While many used religion to bolster support, renew their
spirits, and give meaning to the war, others had difficulties
finding ways to explain the devastating consequences of war
through their religion.
Such contention arose in the politics of providing
entertainment and hospitality for the enlisted men taking
courses at CIT at the time, specifically amongst those involved
in planning Sunday Dinners within the Committee of Sunday
Hospitality. Sunday Dinners was an effort to provide hospitality
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through home dinners on Sundays for enlisted men at CIT in
hopes to provide a sense of normalcy to soldiers.

St. Paul’s Cathedral today. The structure is still similar to what it
was during the 1900s but the cathedral underwent some
restoration in 2008.

On Sunday evenings, soldiers would enter Saint Paul’s Cathedral,
which was located in the Oakland neighborhood nearby campus
and reflected the Gothic style of the 14th century. When the
soldiers walked through the doors of the cathedral, they must
have been met with awe as they looked up into the high ceilings
that loomed over their heads 90 feet about them and resembled
the hull of a ship. The pointed arches and buttresses supporting
the ceiling characterized the classic French Gothic structure of
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the cathedral. Stoned columns lined the building’s interior
parallel to the nave, or the long aisle that stretched out in front
of these soldiers. Ornamented windows lined the walls letting in
little light and creating a dimly lit space, creating a more solemn
feel to the place of worship. As the soldiers walked down the nave
by the many lines of seats to make room for more soldiers, they
must have seen the Dedication Mark, a sacred cross embedded
into the plaster, at the end of the long nave. For those of or not
of religious background, this moment must have been both awe
inspiring and moving.
The main people involved in planning Sunday Dinners were
the Knights of Columbus, Soldiers’ Committee and the
entertainment and hospitality administrative groups of CIT. In
a letter written by Joseph Cawley, the Chairman of the Knights
of Columbus, to Mr. E. R. Bossange, the Dean and Chariman of
Entertainment of Enlisted Men at CIT, tension over religion was
evident.
Although the Knights of Columbus was a Catholic affiliated
service organization, it was known for assisting other religious
groups during the war in Pittsburgh. With their efforts to unify
people of different religious faiths, it is unsurprising that Cawley
was unhappy when he believed that the Sunday Dinners were
being used as a way to force men into attending church. He
did not agree with the idea of dividing up enlisted men into
Catholics and non-Catholics for dinner in order to make them
go to church for meals. Frankly, he didn’t want any part in
running Sunday Dinners because he did not want to direct the
religious affiliations of men. His main desire was to provide
entertainment to enlisted men, and he believed that those who
did not go to church would be neglected from this source of
entertainment.
Bossange quickly was able to clear up any misunderstandings,
informing Cawley that the church was only to be used as a
central meeting place before soldiers would be sent to private
homes for dinner. Although Bossange argued that Sunday
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Dinners were not to be used as religious propaganda, it is clear
that there was a sensitivity to subjects of religion at the school
that had not been there before; a change in culture reflected the
great change the school had undergone.
TENSION BETWEEN FACULTY AND MILITARY OFFICERS

Huge changes at CIT also led to even larger changes in the school
dynamic. The contention that arose could be seen in the existing
tension found between the academic faculty and the military
officers at the school.
One day, a member of the Faculty Club walked into the Faculty
Club rooms No. 52 and No. 54 in Machinery Hall to find that the
enlisted men were “making very informal use of the faculty club
rooms,” as S. S. Keller, the President of the Faculty Club Room
describes in a letter to Captain Norris Oliver of the commanding
officers. On a number of days, the enlisted men frequented the
rooms without permission and could be found taking naps on
top of the billiards and pool tables, their bodies sprawled across
the furniture. Others were found smoking cigarettes within the
rooms, and often times, there was debris left on the tables.
Keller coolly wrote that the Faculty Club was unhappy that
soldiers are misbehaving, implying that the military officers were
not doing their job in controlling their behavior. These soldiers
were given respect and support during their time at CIT because
of the sacrifices they were making for the country, and
sometimes they would overstep their bounds without many
repercussions. Over time, some faculty became annoyed with
this behavior, complaining that enlisted men were disturbing the
school by disrespecting the furnishings of faculty members. This
aggravation about the disrespect and disorderly soldiers was a
result of the school’s huge transformation and a consequence
that was changing the dynamic of the college.
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SOLDIER UNHAPPINESS
“The additional burden of one hour’s active service in the morning
creates an overload, from which no good results can obtain.”

Over the course of military training, the physical and mental
effects on enlisted men became more apparent. Unhappiness
arose within the school community as people began noticing the
negative effects on enlisted men’s health during their training.
The time that men taking the Military Training course spent
training was too extensive; these men were being overworked
during their physical training in the afternoons, thus making
it exceptionally hard for them to perform brain-intensive
coursework at nights for their war academics. Soldiers even went
on to claim that the excessive training hours lowered the
efficiencies of the entire student body.
Eighty percent of men at CIT volunteered themselves for the
war effort to support their country, making them a huge
proportion of the student body. Although they were proud to
make such a sacrifice to their country, they were not always
happy to do so. They struggled physically and mentally, thus
rendering them unhappy during this time of war at the school
and potentially unhappier than they were before the war began.
BREAKING TRADITIONS

The faculty of CIT was determined to provide the best care for
their soldiers, valuing the sacrifice that these men were making.
They believed that it was within their patriotic duties to provide
these men with the comforts of normality so that these men
could best serve their country diligently. One way that the school
chose to care for their soldiers was through hosting benefit
dances and entertainment for these men.
However, in order to provide these sources of entertainment
for soldiers, there would need to be some changes to be made.
The school couldn’t support both these new forms of
entertainment to benefit soldiers and the original traditions that
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CIT held, and therefore the school proposed to break these
annual traditions that were held in the past in order to create
new events that would better support the soldiers. This caused
some initial disagreement amongst the portion of student body
who was not willing to give up traditions. One of these changes
that was to be made was to replace the Design Annual Costume
Ball, which combined art with pleasure, with The Design Service
Revel, a benefit dance in which each attendee was required to
bring a useful gift for a CIT soldier abroad.
Coming to terms with the fact that the school was not what it
once was seemed to be a struggle that many students grappled
with during the years of the war. In a Tartan article following the
Design Service Revel, it was noted that a lot of the upperclassmen
believed that “it ‘couldn’t come up to’ former occasions” while
underclassmen believed that the event was the “best yet” at CIT.
While some threw their support behind the war effort, believing
that these events would be in the best interest for the soldiers,
others took it harder to let some of these fun, traditional events
go indefinitely.
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A CHANGE FOR WOMEN IN COLLEGE: STEPPING
UP

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN

As the male students headed abroad to fight or devoted their
time to their military training at CIT, women at the school finally
received an opportunity to transcend the boundaries of what
they were previously expected to do and how they were expected
to act. They were given more liberties as they proved their worth
and demonstrated their involvement in the war effort. As these
women made huge efforts to dedicate themselves to the war
effort, people began to realize how unwise it would be not to take
advantage of an unused workforce made up of these women who
desperately wanted to serve their country.
However, these opportunities and the difference that these
women made were not immediate. In fact, the progress that was
made took some time.
STEPPING UP

At the first chance that they got, many women sent in letters
to the administration inquiring about their abilities to take war
courses offered to men. They were actively seeking out roles to
participate in the war effort and make a difference.
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Women wrote to the school asking to take war courses.

At some point, enough women were asking to join these war
courses that the school began opening up war courses for women
to fill in for some of the needed roles of men who were overseas.
Such courses that were offered to women included the Course
for Stenographers, Tracing of Drawings and Mechanical
Drafting, Chemical Analysis, and Courses in Occupational
Therapy. However, even after such war related courses were
beginning to be offered to these women, many people still
pushed back against this movement and were not enthusiastic
about women getting involved in the war efforts. At one point,
there was an obvious demand for thirty-three women in
chemical testing and three for physical testing. In a letter, an
associate professor of chemistry wrote to the Director of War
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Training for Women at CIT, saying that the Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory at first was looking to hire women chemists but then
changed their minds and refused to hire them because they
believe that “the general demand for women chemists has ceased
to exist, saying that the laboratories prefer men chemists if they
can get them.” These women had tried to prove their patriotism
by taking on more responsibilities but didn’t realize that the path
towards getting more respect would be longer than anticipated.
THE RED CROSS AUXILIARY CLUB

Prior to the official declaration of war, the American Red Cross
was a small organization that was underfunded. However, when
the United States officially entered the war, the organization
underwent a huge change. It grew extensively to send large
numbers of doctors and nurses abroad, as well as to collect and
deliver medical supplies to the war lines. With this large change
in the Red Cross, women were given a unique opportunity to
demonstrate their patriotism.
Women students actively looking for other ways to get
involved in the war effort at CIT, got involved in the Red Cross
Auxiliary Club at the school. The American Red Cross Society
activities were brought to CIT in the spring of 1917. However,
the need for its activities were not fully known and thus, was
unsuccessful at that time. However, as the R.O.T.C. program was
established, women began recognizing the importance of this
organization once again and worked hard to establish its
presence on campus in 1918.
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The Red Cross Auxiliary Club was a student organization that women participated in to
demonstrate their patriotism.

As a student run organization that was reorganized to include
both the M.M.C.S. and School of Applied Design, women were
involved in hospital sewing, surgical dressing, and knitting
garments such as sweaters and wristlets, which they sent to the
CIT men fighting abroad. They also sent hand towels, sheets,
hospital shirts, pairs of bed sox, water bottle covers, wipes, and
compresses abroad. Women of the Red Cross Auxiliary Club
became a very important part of the war effort on CIT’s front
due to all the responsibilities that they had. Over time, so many
orders were being asked of these women that they constantly
compromised their coursework for the organization and the
chairman had to step in multiple times to stop orders until
previous work was done.
Through their efforts in the school community, women
became a large and appreciated part of the war movement and
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underwent a change in their college experience. With this larger
respect, came a change in perspective towards these women and
their capabilities. Men eventually became more willing to grant
women more rights and responsibilities due to the obvious
contributions and sacrifices that they saw women making to the
country. Women taking initiative in groups like the Red Cross
Auxiliary Club were a part of the drive towards woman suffrage,
which would come to be established a couple of years later.
WOMAN’S LAND ARMY

Women students proved themselves as valuable members of the
war effort even into the summer months; they volunteered to
join the Woman’s Land Army of America.
During World War I, Britain formed what is known as the
Woman’s Land Army, a program run by women working on
farms to address the agricultural shortages of the country
resulting from the war. When the United States joined the war,
they created their own Woman’s Land Army of America, in
which many universities trained women in agriculture for the
same reason. Women believed that in helping their country, they
would be moving closer towards women suffrage.
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Picturesque rolling acres of Camp Louise where the Woman’s Land Army worked in the
summer to address the food shortage problem in the United States due to the war.

Mansion at Camp Louise that women of the Woman’s Land Army would house in.
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CIT was one college that was involved in the Woman’s Land
Army. The school encouraged fifteen to thirty women to spend
the summer of 1918 in the Agricultural Unit at Camp Louise
Carnegie, a huge plot of land on the Allegheny River. As these
women travelled twenty-six miles from the city of Pittsburgh,
they must have been struck by the seven hundred and fifty acres
of “picturesque rolling land on the bank of the Allegheny River”
that made up the camp when they first saw where they would be
spending their summer. Looking across the open land, they must
have seen a large mansion that could house up to forty people
and would serve as their own home for the entire summer. Its
presence was the only source of familiarity and looked solitary
against the great space that surrounded it, apart from the smaller
individual housing scattered across the camp. Large, sweeping
trees surrounded the mansion, blocking it slightly from view,
and horses grazed alongside of it. The view must have been
a welcome sight and a relief to those who had volunteered
themselves to serve in the Woman’s Land Army without fully
comprehending what their summers would entail. They would
soon find that they were expected to care for a truck garden;
they would be growing vegetables and selling as much as possible
before preparing the rest for the winter months. They would also
be given the opportunity to participate in dairy work at the dairy
farm during the summer.
These women volunteered to offer their services up to the
country and do their bit without getting paid for their work,
demonstrating their intrinsic drive to help. What made the
Woman’s Land Army such a great opportunity for women to
show their patriotism was that the program was run by women;
it allowed women to step up and lead.
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Bertha Beard was one woman who sent in an image of
herself for an application to help run the Woman’s Land
Army.

One woman who applied to help run this program as a staff
member, was Bertha Beard. Bertha was a forty-five-year old
woman who was accomplished and hardworking. She ran her
father’s farm when her own husband was too ill to do so. She
worked in education and also in nursing earlier in her life.
Although she was a valuable member to the country, taking on
the responsibilities that men in her life could not, she was not
given the rights that men had. She probably believed, like many
other women at the time, that the Woman’s Land Army was an
opportunity to display her leadership abilities and take on more
responsibilities for her country, which would in turn help her
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gain the respect of her male counterparts and earn her more
rights.
Through the Woman’s Land Army and other initiatives that
women took in involving themselves in the war effort, the
college experience for women had completely changed because
of the war. It was a change that would come to alter the college
experience for women at CIT for the rest of time.
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EPILOGUE

A DECLINE IN SPIRIT AND FUNDING

World War I officially ended on November 11, 1918. Michael
Neiberg, a historian as well as an advisor and contributor to
the Library of Congress’s “Echoes of the Great War: American
Experiences of World War I” exhibit, believes that after the war,
when the threat that Germany posed had gone away and there
was no longer a common threat to unify the country, all
momentum for military training went away. Although the
program at CIT was most likely kept in place, there was a lot
less involvement and the spirit behind it was no longer the same.
Additionally, due to the cost of war and the Great Depression of
the 1930s, there was not enough funding to keep these programs
at colleges in place, and the funding for them went down.
Neiberg believes that post-war, the military program at CIT was
affected by both the lack of enthusiasm and underfunding,
leaving it to be a mostly unused program, especially since much
of military training at colleges moved off campus onto formal
army bases.
The halt in military spirit could be seen in the general CIT
enrollment statistics and the engineering course registration
during and after the war.
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CIT registration/enrollment dramatically declined at the end of the war.

The registration numbers for men in mechanical engineering courses dramatically
increased during World War I and then decreased again after the war.

Post-war, student enrollment dropped significantly, suggesting
the lack of spirit when the war ended. Additionally, these
engineering courses relevant to the war were extremely popular
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during the war, but didn’t stay that way after the war. Although
war courses were still offered post-war, the number of men who
registered for these courses, greatly declined due to the lack of
imminent threat.
EFFECTS ON WOMEN STUDENTS

Course registration did change in another way though. The war
created large educational changes for women. During the war,
women weren’t allowed to take courses in the College of
Engineering within CIT. However, in 1921, the Administration
recorded that women started enrolling in these engineering
courses for the first time. These women enrolled at around the
same rate that men had enrolled in these courses.

Women were excited about finally being given the opportunity to register for engineering
courses post-war.

The hard work that women put in during the war at CIT was
noticed and they were finally given equal opportunities to learn
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as a result. World War I created opportunities for women at
CIT and acted as an accelerant for a huge change in the college
experience for women.
NROTC RESTRUCTURING AND ITS ADOPTION BY CMU

It wasn’t until 1987 when the Steel City Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps Unity (NROTC) program was established in
Pittsburgh, which Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), the
University of Pittsburgh, and Duquesne University students
form. After World War II, the Navy completely redid and
restructured its NROTC program, making it significantly
different from ROTC programs at other universities. Post-war,
larger land-grant schools, such as Texas A&M, continued their
ROTC programs to teach men military basics such as how to
read a compass, how to tell a captain from a lieutenant, how
to wear a uniform, what the insignia on a uniform means, and
getting these men into good physical condition. However, the
NROTC program’s redesign took the Navy in a different
direction. The Navy began looking to recruit and train a much
smaller number of students with a focus on students in
engineering schools to provide intensive and voluntary naval
training especially because the Navy is so technologically
dependent due to the complex systems of ships. Neiberg believes
that this is the reason that CMU, a very technical school, adopted
the NROTC program in 1987, moving away from a ROTC
program.
The reason why military training gained momentum again at
CMU was because the NROTC program created new incentives
for students to join. Because the program was voluntary, the
Navy emphasized that if men wanted to be ready to serve their
country at a moment’s notice but didn’t want to fight in the
trenches, they could fight in the Navy, which would probably be
safer. They also incentivized the program by offering a school
scholarship to volunteers, which addressed the rising college
tuition.
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PRESENT DAY

The NROTC program at CMU was introduced to train Naval
Reserve Officers for service. Today, these students, or
Midshipmen, are expected to balance their regular college
academics with their physical training programs that occur two
to three mornings a week, as well as a Naval Science course every
semester. The mission of the program is to “develop Midshipmen
mentally, morally and physically and to imbue them with the
highest ideals of duty, and loyalty, and with the core values of
honor, courage and commitment in order to commission college
graduates as Naval Officers” (Carnegie Mellon University Steel
City Naval ROTC website).

Students participate in the 2013 Steel City NROTC New Student Orientation where new
Midshipmen are introduced to military training. This Orientation program includes
instruction on proper uniform presentation, drill, and physical training.

CMU has continued its military involvement and dedication to
the country through its NROTC program. The school still
recognizes the importance of being ready to serve its country
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if a national crisis arises, just as it once had during World War
I. During World War I, CIT went through one of its largest
transitions in history, which completely altered the school, how
it was run, and the culture on campus. Military preparation
became a huge driver of the school at that time of war, and this
same military preparation has also continued into the present
day at Carnegie Mellon University.
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put it all in Atlanta because it’s all metro area? What about my
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ABOUT THE ETC PRESS

The ETC Press was founded in 2005 under the direction of Dr.
Drew Davidson, the Director of Carnegie Mellon University’s
Entertainment Technology Center (ETC), as an academic,
digital-first (but not digital only), open access publishing imprint.
What does all that mean?
The ETC Press publishes academic and trade books and
singles, textbooks, academic journals, and conference
proceedings that focus on issues revolving around entertainment
technologies as they are applied across a variety of fields. Our
authors come from a range of fields. Some are traditional
academics. Some are practitioners. And some work in between.
What ties them all together is their ability to write about the
impact of emerging technologies and its significance in society.
In keeping with that mission, the ETC Press uses emerging
technologies to design all of our books and Lulu, an on-demand
publisher, to distribute our e-books and print books through all
the major retail chains, such as Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Kobo,
and Apple, and we work with The Game Crafter to produce
tabletop games.
We don’t carry an inventory ourselves. Instead, each print
book is created when somebody buys a copy.
The ETC Press is also an open-access publisher, which means
every book, journal, and proceeding is available as a free
download. We’re most interested in the sharing and spreading
of ideas. We also have an agreement with the Association for
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Computing Machinery (ACM) to list ETC Press publications in
the ACM Digital Library.
Because we’re an open-access publisher, authors retain
ownership of their intellectual property. We do that by releasing
all of our books, journals, and proceedings under one of two
Creative Commons licenses:
• Attribution-NoDerivativeWorks-NonCommercial: This
license allows for published works to remain intact, but
versions can be created.
• Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike: This license
allows for authors to retain editorial control of their creations
while also encouraging readers to collaboratively rewrite
content.
This is definitely an experiment in the notion of publishing, and
we invite people to participate. We are exploring what it means
to “publish” across multiple media and multiple versions. We
believe this is the future of publication, bridging virtual and
physical media with fluid versions of publications as well as
enabling the creative blurring of what constitutes reading and
writing.
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ABOUT THE CMU ARCHIVES

The University Archives is home to more than 100 years of
CMU’s history. Its mission to is document, preserve, and
provide access to records documenting life at CMU and the
contributions of its students and faculty. Examples of Archives
material include academic department records, student
organization records, faculty and alumni papers, and
publications like the Tartan, the Thistle, and the Faculty Bulletin.
At the Archives, you can chart Carnegie Mellon’s history:
starting with Andrew Carnegie’s letter offering the money to
create Carnegie Tech all the way to the present day. You can look
at the first edition of The Thistle, listen to an audio recording of
the Scotch ‘n’ Soda performance of Pippin, or read early papers
written by Herbert Simon and Allen Newell on artificial
intelligence.
Our collections offer a wealth of knowledge waiting to be
explored.
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ABOUT THE CMU LIBRARIES

The history of the Carnegie Mellon University library is a
reflection of Carnegie Mellon’s history – pragmatic and
entrepreneurial. The first libraries on campus were departmental
libraries scattered across campus and tucked away in offices.
As faculty and students realized a central library was needed,
the various collections were moved into the Hut, a converted
WWI canteen. During WWII, the library was moved back into
repurposed offices. Finally, in 1961, thanks to the generosity
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hunt, we moved into our first (and only)
purpose-built library. Carnegie Mellon now also has two
disciplinary libraries — Sorrells Engineering and Science Library
and the Mellon Institute, as well as a library in Qatar.
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ABOUT IDEATE

The Integrative Design, Arts
and Technology
Network
(IDeATe) connects diverse strengths across Carnegie Mellon
University to advance education, research, and creative practice
in domains that merge technology and arts expertise.
IDeATe supports eight interrelated undergraduate areas, all
of which can be taken as minors. The themes of these areas
integrate knowledge in technology and arts: Game Design,
Animation and Special Effects, Media Design, Sound Design,
Learning Media, Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Intelligent
Environments, and Physical Computing.
The IDeATe curriculum aims to train a student to be excellent
in one area of technology or arts and to be able to collaborate
within diverse cohorts of technology and arts experts. To achieve
this goal, IDeATe has sponsored the development of 30 new
interdisciplinary technology-arts courses. These courses are
focused on hands-on collaborative learning and are structured
to combine students from many different disciplines. The
curriculum is delivered by faculty from across 15 different
academic departments of Carnegie Mellon at the IDeATe
collaborative making facility housed at Hunt Library.
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